Introduction {#section1-0269881117725915}
============

Overview {#section2-0269881117725915}
--------

The aim of this paper is to discuss the function of brain serotonin (5-HT) transmission by focusing on two of its major receptor subtypes, the 5-HT1AR and 5-HT2AR. Our selective focus on these receptors is justified by their dense and widespread expression in the human brain ([@bibr46-0269881117725915]), diametrically opposite functional effects ([@bibr18-0269881117725915]) and extensive evidence implicating both in psychiatric disorders and their treatment (Chattopadhyay, 2007). We believe that a fuller understanding of the function of 5-HT1A and particularly, 5-HT2A receptor signalling motivates a revision of current thinking on a well-known problem in neuropsychopharmacology, namely: what principal function is served by brain serotonin transmission? Broadly consistent with prior theories ([@bibr150-0269881117725915]), we maintain that a key function of brain 5-HT is to moderate anxiety and stress, and promote patience and coping ([@bibr352-0269881117725915]) via (postsynaptic) 5-HT1AR signalling. Crucially however, we also extend on this by proposing that a second major function of brain 5-HT is to open a window of plasticity for greater adaptation ([@bibr80-0269881117725915]), mediated in large part by 5-HT2AR signalling. This bipartite model is consistent with a 'flexible coping' model of brain serotonin function, in which postsynaptic 5-HT1ARs mediate so-called 'passive coping' (i.e. tolerating but not necessarily dealing with a source of psychological pain) and 5-HT2ARs mediate 'active coping' (actively dealing with a source of psychological pain by changing one's relationship to it) ([@bibr403-0269881117725915]). Note: we use the term 'plasticity' in a broad sense throughout this paper to refer to the *capacity for change* and we address our intentional neglect of the other serotonin receptors in the discussion section as well as immediately below.

The charge that our neglect of the functioning of the full range of serotonin receptors means that the present paper cannot be considered a fully comprehensive model of brain serotonin function is one we accept. However, we propose that the functioning of signalling at other serotonin receptors (than 1A and 2A) may, in several cases, be comfortably incorporated into either (or both) arms of the bipartite model we introduce below -- and we encourage attempts to do this. A final introductory caveat is that signalling at serotonin receptors can have more than one function, depending on such factors as: basal serotonin efflux and related synaptic concentrations, the specific localisation of the relevant receptor subtype (e.g. whether they are pre- or postsynaptic), the temporal development or time course of a specific pharmacological manipulation, and the animal's present behavioural state (e.g. see [@bibr348-0269881117725915] for a relevant review). As much as is possible, we have endeavoured to acknowledge such inherent complexities in the serotonin system -- particularly when we feel they are critical for a proper comprehension of the relevant phenomenon -- but this has had to be balanced against considerations of parsimony and focus -- in any already extensive narrative review.

With these caveats entered, let us return to the main focus of this paper: brain serotonin functioning -- as seen through postsynaptic 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptor signalling. The 5-HT1AR is highly expressed in brain regions involved in regulating stress and emotion and 5-HT has an especially high affinity for its 1A receptor ([@bibr388-0269881117725915]). We suggest that the 5-HT1AR and its associated functions dominate 5-HT transmission under normal conditions but that 5-HT2AR signalling also serves a role that becomes increasingly important during extreme states when 5-HT release is elevated. We propose that 5-HT mediates stress moderation and plasticity-mediated adaptability in response to different levels of stress and adversity, via its postsynaptic 1A and 2A receptors respectively. We acknowledge that agonism at other 5-HT receptors has also been linked with neurotrophic factors and other molecular markers of neuroplasticity ([@bibr303-0269881117725915]); however, our focus here is on the remarkable psychological and functional plasticity associated with the acute 'psychedelic' state -- as produced by psychedelic drugs such as LSD and psilocybin ([@bibr100-0269881117725915]) -- and the enduring changes that appear to follow from exposure to these drugs' effects (e.g. [@bibr323-0269881117725915]). We also propose that combined signalling at the 5-HT1A and 2A receptors has a generally complementary influence on mood, facilitating stress relief (5-HT1AR-mediated) but also a flexibility of mind (5-HT2AR-mediated) that under favourable conditions ([@bibr6-0269881117725915]; [@bibr80-0269881117725915]; [@bibr128-0269881117725915]; [@bibr231-0269881117725915]), is conducive to positive mood ([@bibr246-0269881117725915]; [@bibr437-0269881117725915]). In what follows, we present evidence supporting these hypotheses and discuss their clinical significance.

The function of brain serotonin is an enigma {#section3-0269881117725915}
--------------------------------------------

There have been several attempts to identify a unifying function of dopaminergic transmission in the brain ([@bibr56-0269881117725915]; [@bibr440-0269881117725915]; [@bibr441-0269881117725915]) and similar attempts have been made for serotonin ([@bibr14-0269881117725915]; [@bibr30-0269881117725915]; [@bibr80-0269881117725915]; [@bibr145-0269881117725915]; [@bibr149-0269881117725915]). Most researchers acknowledge that the function of the 5-HT system remains 'elusive' ([@bibr145-0269881117725915]) and 'a puzzle' ([@bibr134-0269881117725915]; [@bibr144-0269881117725915]; [@bibr444-0269881117725915]) and it is argued here that this may be due to the special diversity and complexity of the serotonin system with its many receptor subtypes ([@bibr254-0269881117725915]), extensive innervation of the brain and paracrine style of transmission ([@bibr253-0269881117725915]; [@bibr271-0269881117725915]). The notion that 5-HT is an enigma among neuromodulators (said to be 'involved in everything but responsible for nothing' ([@bibr362-0269881117725915])) is relevant here, and it is argued that the riddle of 5-HT can only be solved by focusing on its individual receptor subtypes.

Accordingly, given the inherent complexity of the serotonin system, one strategy for understanding its functioning is to focus on a select number of receptor subtypes that have been particularly well characterised. From this foundation, one might then consider whether other serotonin receptor subtypes can be incorporated into the associated model, or whether one or more additional models are required to cover the full range of functions associated with brain serotonin transmission. Following this approach, we have chosen to concentrate on the 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptors. Our reasons for doing this are (at least) three-fold, and include: (1) the prevalence of their expression in the human brain and specific localisation -- e.g. in stress circuitry (5-HT1AR) and high-level cortex (5-HT2AR) (e.g. [@bibr46-0269881117725915]); (2) compelling evidence for their involvement in the pharmacology of different psychiatric disorders and medications ([@bibr120-0269881117725915]); and (3) their apparent functional pre-eminence and opposition -- as has been noted by others ([@bibr29-0269881117725915]). Following on from this last point, the 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptors show diametrically opposite responses to their endogenous ligand, with 5-HT1A receptor signalling being inhibitory and 5-HT2A receptor signalling being excitatory ([@bibr18-0269881117725915]; [@bibr29-0269881117725915]; [@bibr124-0269881117725915]; [@bibr171-0269881117725915]). This stark functional opposition is intriguing -- and motivates us to ask *why* this should be the case, and what purpose it serves? We suggest that inherent diversity within the serotonergic system relates to its capacity for flexibly and adaptably responding to different degrees of adversity and challenge in the organism's environment, with distinct responses mediated by distinct serotonergic pathways.

As noted above, an obvious caveat here is that 5-HT receptors we do not specifically focus on in the present review may complement one or the other of these two pathways -- and may also modulate unrelated physiological and behavioural functions. For example, signalling at 5-HT receptors other than the 2A receptor has been associated with neuroplasticity ([@bibr303-0269881117725915]) -- and thus, may also feed into pathway 2 (below). Similarly blockade of certain 5-HT receptors (e.g. 5-HT2C, 5-HT7 and even 5-HT2A) may complement pathway 1 (below). However, a thorough coverage of this matter is beyond the scope of this article.

In what follows, focus is directed to 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptor signalling and research pertaining to their associated functions. It is argued that studying potent serotonergic compounds such as rapid-acting, highly effective 5-HT releasers (such as 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetanine, MDMA ([@bibr38-0269881117725915]; [@bibr239-0269881117725915])) and direct 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelic drugs such as psilocybin and lysergic acid diethylamide, LSD ([@bibr194-0269881117725915]; [@bibr496-0269881117725915]), can be particularly informative about the function of serotonergic transmission in the brain because their acute and longer-term effects are especially marked and novel ([@bibr212-0269881117725915]; [@bibr351-0269881117725915]), and there is a growing literature on human research with such drugs, including an increasing number of neuroimaging studies ([@bibr103-0269881117725915], [@bibr106-0269881117725915]; [@bibr363-0269881117725915]) and clinical trials ([@bibr65-0269881117725915]; Carhart-Harris et al., 2016a; [@bibr186-0269881117725915]; [@bibr214-0269881117725915]; [@bibr218-0269881117725915]; [@bibr350-0269881117725915]; [@bibr426-0269881117725915]; [@bibr431-0269881117725915]) -- see [@bibr110-0269881117725915] for a review.

Note: we acknowledge that MDMA also releases dopamine (DA) and noradrenaline (NA) ([@bibr38-0269881117725915]) but its 5-HT releasing properties are many times greater than its catecholamine releasing properties, e.g. 5-HT release in the frontal cortex is approximately 5 times that of DA release ([@bibr195-0269881117725915]), preferential 5-HT versus DA and NA release is unusual for an amphetamine, and MDMA's subjective effects are also distinct from those of other more conventional amphetamines ([@bibr40-0269881117725915]).

Serotonin receptor subtypes {#section4-0269881117725915}
===========================

What is the 5-HT2AR and where is it expressed? {#section5-0269881117725915}
----------------------------------------------

The 5-HT2AR is one of at least 14 different 5-HT receptor subtypes expressed in the mammalian brain ([@bibr192-0269881117725915]), and like almost all of these, it is a G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR). In the context of neurotransmission, the principal effect of 5-HT binding to the 5-HT2AR is to increase the excitability of the host neuron, and the 5-HT2AR is the main excitatory GPCR of the serotonin receptor family ([@bibr13-0269881117725915]).

The 5-HT2AR is predominantly a cortical receptor; indeed, it is the most abundant 5-HT receptor in the cortex ([@bibr491-0269881117725915]). In humans, the density of 5-HT2AR expression is relatively high throughout the cortex and especially so in high-level associative cortex -- such as regions belonging to the so-called default-mode network (see [Figure 1](#fig1-0269881117725915){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bibr46-0269881117725915]). 5-HT2AR expression is considerably higher in the cortex than in subcortical structures such as the thalamus, basal ganglia, and hippocampus ([@bibr223-0269881117725915]; [@bibr229-0269881117725915]) -- with minimal/negligible expression in the cerebellum and brainstem ([@bibr229-0269881117725915]). The predominantly cortical expression of the 5-HT2AR places it at a high evolutionary and hierarchical level and as we will discuss later (e.g. Section 4.4), this is likely to have important functional implications.

![Regional distribution of serotonin 1A (left) and 2A receptors (right) in healthy volunteers as measured using PET imaging and radioligands selective for the 5-HT 1A and 2A receptors. Pathway 1 refers to the 'passive coping' pathway hypothesised to be mediated by 5-HT1AR signalling and concerned with passive endurance, and 'pathway 2' refers to the 'active coping' pathway hypothesised to be mediated by 5-HT2AR signalling and concerned with an active change in outlook and/or behaviour. Images reproduced from ([@bibr46-0269881117725915]) with permission. Note: The dense expression of the 5-HT1AR in medial temporal lobe regions and particularly the hippocampus is not clearly evident in the relevant maps shown here (left) but can be seen in values presented in the paper itself, as well as others ([@bibr385-0269881117725915]; [@bibr386-0269881117725915]).](10.1177_0269881117725915-fig1){#fig1-0269881117725915}

In terms of its cellular and laminar localisation, 5-HT2A receptors are most densely expressed on the dendrites of excitatory glutamatergic pyramidal neurons, particular in layer V of the cortex ([@bibr500-0269881117725915]). One study found that almost all glutamatergic neurons in layers II-V of the monkey and human prefrontal cortex (PFC) expressed 5-HT2ARs, whereas only about 30% of GABAergic interneurons within the same layers exhibited 5-HT2AR expression ([@bibr146-0269881117725915]). Thus, cortical pyramidal neurons are likely to be especially sensitive to modulation via 5-HT activating 5-HT2ARs, and furthermore, the laminar localisation of 5-HT2ARs (e.g. in layer V of the cortex) corresponds well with the localisation of axon terminals of serotonergic neurons, particularly in the cortex ([@bibr64-0269881117725915]). These data imply that cortical 5-HT2ARs should be sensitive to changes in synaptic serotonin concentrations ([@bibr480-0269881117725915]). A well-demonstrated effect of (prefrontal) cortical 5-HT2AR signalling is the initiation of a negative feedback mechanism which inhibits the firing of serotonergic neurons in the dorsal raphe nucleus ([@bibr72-0269881117725915]; [@bibr408-0269881117725915]), suggesting that the 5-HT2AR plays a crucial role in regulating the release of serotonin in the cortex, via a top-down modulatory influence on a cortical-raphe inhibitory feedback circuit ([@bibr445-0269881117725915]; [@bibr493-0269881117725915]).

What is the 5-HT1AR and where is it expressed? {#section6-0269881117725915}
----------------------------------------------

Identified in the early 1980s as a distinct 5-HT receptor subtype ([@bibr387-0269881117725915]), the 5-HT1AR is densely expressed in midbrain, limbic and cortical regions ([@bibr491-0269881117725915]). 5-HT1AR agonism causes host-cell hyperpolarisation and an inhibition of firing via G protein-mediated mechanisms ([@bibr371-0269881117725915]). The 5-HT1AR is highly expressed on serotonergic neurons in the dorsal and median raphe nuclei where it functions as a presynaptic autoreceptor -- exerting a strong homeostatic control over 5-HT neuron firing rates and thus, 5-HT efflux in the forebrain ([@bibr307-0269881117725915]). The majority of 5-HT1A receptors are expressed postsynaptically in many brain regions, particularly the limbic system (especially the hippocampus) and cortex ([@bibr386-0269881117725915]; [@bibr491-0269881117725915]) see [Figure 1](#fig1-0269881117725915){ref-type="fig"}. Presynaptic 5-HT1ARs readily desensitise following exposure to increased 5-HT availability (e.g. through chronic **selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors** (SSRIs)) but postsynaptic 5-HT1ARs do not ([@bibr307-0269881117725915]), although they do appear to downregulate in response to stress ([@bibr57-0269881117725915]; [@bibr317-0269881117725915]) -- and perhaps relatedly, to electroconvulsive shock ([@bibr90-0269881117725915]). In summary, based on its high density of expression, localisation to regions densely innervated by serotonergic projections (such as the hippocampus) and high affinity for its endogenous ligand, the postsynaptic 5-HT1AR is serotonin's principal inhibitory receptor in the brain.

Serotonin 2A versus 1A receptor signalling {#section7-0269881117725915}
------------------------------------------

At a basic level, the principal effect of 5-HT2AR activation is to increase the excitability of the host neuron ([@bibr13-0269881117725915]). If the host neuron is excitatory (e.g. a pyramidal neuron), the outcome of 5-HT2AR stimulation may be to increase its firing and the firing of those cells that it projects to. If the host cell is inhibitory (e.g. a GABAergic interneuron), the net result of 5-HT2AR stimulation will be to increase its firing and so enhance its inhibitory influence onto the neurons to which it projects ([@bibr13-0269881117725915]). Given that 5-HT2ARs are expressed mostly on excitatory neurons (at least in the cortex -- where their expression is highest) one might expect release of endogenous 5-HT in the cortex to elicit a mostly excitatory effect but this is not what is typically observed ([@bibr225-0269881117725915]; [@bibr266-0269881117725915]; [@bibr404-0269881117725915]). For example, *in vivo* studies investigating the effect of dorsal raphe nucleus stimulation (inducing an increase in cortical 5-HT efflux) on cellular activity in the medial PFC (mPFC) have observed a decrease in the firing rate of the majority of pyramidal cells recorded ([@bibr225-0269881117725915]; [@bibr404-0269881117725915]). Importantly, this effect appears to be modulated via postsynaptic 5-HT1ARs, since it could be prevented by a selective 5-HT1AR antagonist ([@bibr225-0269881117725915]; [@bibr404-0269881117725915]). Consistently, chronic dorsal raphe stimulation was found to decrease metabolism in limbic regions, alongside decreases in depressive behaviours, presumably via inhibitory postsynaptic 5-HT1ARs ([@bibr483-0269881117725915]).

It is a well-replicated finding that postsynaptic 5-HT1AR and 5-HT2AR activation produces opposite effects on single cell activity, with 5-HT1AR signalling having a hyperpolarising (inhibitory) effect, and 5-HT2AR activation causing a depolarising (excitatory) effect ([@bibr13-0269881117725915]; [@bibr18-0269881117725915]). Up to 80% of pyramidal neurons in the PFC co-express 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptors ([@bibr8-0269881117725915]). Studies in the 1970s and 80s suggested that 5-HT has an appreciably higher affinity for its 1A than 2A receptor ([@bibr255-0269881117725915]; [@bibr388-0269881117725915]) but further research with 5-HT2AR agonist ligands suggest that, like other neuromodulator receptors ([@bibr452-0269881117725915]) the 5-HT2A receptor can exist in a low (G-protein uncoupled) or high affinity (G-protein coupled) state -- and when in their high-affinity state, 5-HT has a higher affinity for its 5-HT2AR than previously appreciated ([@bibr453-0269881117725915]). Under normal conditions, 5-HT1AR signalling seems to dominate serotoninergic functioning in cortical as well as limbic regions ([@bibr404-0269881117725915]). However, as we will discuss later (e.g. Section 4), the 5-HT2A receptor is still likely to be functionally relevant, and we predict, increasingly so during states of exceptionally high adversity ([@bibr8-0269881117725915]; [@bibr404-0269881117725915]). In this context, the possibility that high-affinity 5-HT2ARs upregulate ([@bibr52-0269881117725915]; [@bibr57-0269881117725915]) and 5-HT1ARs downregulate during extreme adversity ([@bibr57-0269881117725915]; [@bibr317-0269881117725915]) is an intriguing one, which seems deserving of further study.

The opposite effect of electroconvulsive shock on 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptor functioning in rats may be relevant here, with (hippocampal but not the dentate gyrus) 5-HT1AR expression appearing to decrease post ECS while 5-HT2AR functioning increases ([@bibr89-0269881117725915], [@bibr90-0269881117725915]). Conversely however, ECS/electroconvulsive therapy appears to downregulate 5-HT2AR binding in primates ([@bibr466-0269881117725915]) and humans ([@bibr515-0269881117725915]) -- an effect that is more consistent with that of conventional antidepressant medications ([@bibr516-0269881117725915]) as well as direct 5-HT2AR agonism ([@bibr87-0269881117725915]) -- while also being the logical consequence of acutely enhanced 5-HT release with ECS/ECT ([@bibr527-0269881117725915]).

Psychological functions associated with brain 5-HT {#section8-0269881117725915}
==================================================

Impulsivity and aggression {#section9-0269881117725915}
--------------------------

One of the most reliable behavioural effects of reducing 5-HT transmission in the brain is to increase impulsive and aggressive behaviours ([@bibr27-0269881117725915]; [@bibr84-0269881117725915]; [@bibr159-0269881117725915]; [@bibr358-0269881117725915]; [@bibr457-0269881117725915]). Indeed, some of the earliest hypotheses on the function of 5-HT in the brain proposed that it serves to suppress behavioural response to pain ([@bibr236-0269881117725915]), anxiety ([@bibr508-0269881117725915]) and aversive stimuli more generally ([@bibr152-0269881117725915]; [@bibr457-0269881117725915]) and these ideas continue to have traction ([@bibr150-0269881117725915]; [@bibr514-0269881117725915]). The anti-aggression effects of 5-HT enhancing compounds led to them being called 'serenics' ([@bibr373-0269881117725915]), a fitting term in our view, and one that is also apt in relation to the subjective effects of MDMA, a particularly potent 5-HT releaser. Related to these hypotheses, is the notion that 5-HT transmission enables a person to better tolerate delay ([@bibr457-0269881117725915]), and the patience-promoting properties of 5-HT have recently received significant experimental support ([@bibr172-0269881117725915]; [@bibr335-0269881117725915]; [@bibr352-0269881117725915], [@bibr353-0269881117725915]; [@bibr412-0269881117725915]). Low concentrations of the serotonin metabolite (5-HIAA), implying low central 5-HT function, have been associated with impulsivity ([@bibr167-0269881117725915]), aggression ([@bibr85-0269881117725915]) and suicidal behaviour ([@bibr23-0269881117725915]), and tryptophan depletion (a diet-based approach that produces a transient depletion of central 5-HT) has also been found to enhance impulsivity and aggression ([@bibr155-0269881117725915], [@bibr156-0269881117725915]). In contrast, tryptophan supplementation ([@bibr159-0269881117725915]), acute MDMA administration ([@bibr409-0269881117725915]; [@bibr489-0269881117725915]), acute fenfluramine ([@bibr127-0269881117725915]) and chronic 5-HT reuptake inhibitor administration ([@bibr93-0269881117725915]; [@bibr509-0269881117725915]), all of which are known to increase central 5-HT function, have all been found to reduce impulsivity and aggression. For a more in-depth discussion of the complexities of the relationship between brain 5-HT and aggression, including some contradictory findings to the rule that low synaptic 5-HT is associated with increased aggression, see this review ([@bibr348-0269881117725915]).

### 5-HT1AR signalling, impulsivity and aggression {#section10-0269881117725915}

There are solid grounds to believe that the anti-aggression and impulsivity effects of 5-HT are mediated by postsynaptic 5-HT1A receptor signalling ([@bibr432-0269881117725915]; [@bibr439-0269881117725915]), with some contribution from postsynaptic 5-HT1B receptors ([@bibr411-0269881117725915]; [@bibr451-0269881117725915]). Assessing the functional effects of 5-HT1A receptor manipulations is complicated, however, owing to the opposing influences of pre- and postsynaptic 1A receptor activation. Prior to a time-dependent 5-HT1A autoreceptor desensitisation by reuptake blockers ([@bibr308-0269881117725915]), stimulation of these presynaptic 5-HT1A receptors reduces serotonin efflux, whereas postsynaptic 5-HT1A receptor activation is an important (and often clinically desirable) consequence of increased serotonin efflux ([@bibr21-0269881117725915]). Moreover, selective 5-HT1AR antagonists or full 5-HT1AR agonists are not available for human use (beyond the very low doses used in PET imaging), and so cannot be used to incisively inform on this matter. With these caveats, it can be relatively safely inferred that (postsynaptic) 5-HT1AR agonism appears to reduce aggressive and impulsive behaviours ([@bibr147-0269881117725915]; [@bibr372-0269881117725915]; [@bibr398-0269881117725915]; [@bibr432-0269881117725915]; [@bibr503-0269881117725915]; [@bibr509-0269881117725915]). Note, however, that many 5-HT1A receptor agonists are in fact, only partial agonists; thus, their impact on net 5-HT1AR signalling is dependent on basal 5-HT efflux and competition with the full agonist endogenous ligand, 5-HT itself ([@bibr348-0269881117725915]).

It has been claimed that the 5-HT1AR is the most prevalent and well-distributed 5-HT receptor in the brain ([@bibr383-0269881117725915]; [@bibr491-0269881117725915]). Serotonin has a high affinity for this receptor subtype ([@bibr388-0269881117725915]), serotonergic projections densely innervate 5-HT1AR-rich regions ([@bibr253-0269881117725915]) and 5-HT concentrations may be higher in 5-HT1AR-rich subcortical/limbic regions than in the 5-HT2AR-rich cortex during basal conditions ([@bibr73-0269881117725915]; [@bibr164-0269881117725915]; [@bibr293-0269881117725915]; [@bibr427-0269881117725915]), although see [@bibr3-0269881117725915] and [@bibr247-0269881117725915]. These factors imply that manipulation of synaptic 5-HT concentrations will significantly impact on postsynaptic 5-HT1AR signalling and limbic functioning. With this in mind, it is telling that 5-HT lesions and depletion both tend to promote impulsivity and aggression ([@bibr27-0269881117725915]; [@bibr155-0269881117725915]), whereas stimulating serotonin function tends to reduce these behaviours ([@bibr353-0269881117725915]). It is also relevant that the potent 5-HT releaser, MDMA, has marked pro-social, pro-empathy, anti-aggressive effects during the acute phase ([@bibr41-0269881117725915], [@bibr40-0269881117725915]; [@bibr179-0269881117725915]; [@bibr258-0269881117725915], [@bibr259-0269881117725915]; [@bibr284-0269881117725915]; [@bibr294-0269881117725915]; [@bibr438-0269881117725915]; [@bibr461-0269881117725915]), perhaps via an inhibitory action on activity in limbic regions ([@bibr106-0269881117725915]), and some of these effects in rodents' can be attenuated by pre-treatment with a 5-HT1A receptor antagonist ([@bibr257-0269881117725915]).

[**Table 1**](#table1-0269881117725915){ref-type="table"} summarises findings that support various associations between 5-HT, signalling at its post-synaptic 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptors and relevant psychological phenomena. A number of these associations require qualification, e.g. 5-HT2AR agonism can have opposite acute and longer-term effects ([@bibr100-0269881117725915]). To account for this, we use the acronyms 'ST' and 'LT' for acute (short-term) and long-term outcomes respectively, where we feel disambiguation is required. Also, receptor signalling may increase plasticity in one region but decrease it in the other (e.g. [@bibr484-0269881117725915]). As this matter is most relevant in relation to molecular markers of plasticity in the hippocampus and cortex, we use the acronyms 'hip' and 'cx' to provide the necessary disambiguation. Regarding plasticity, we use 'general plasticity' (gP) to refer simply to an increased capability for change and 'regional plasticity' (rP) when we are specifically referring regional changes in molecular markers of plasticity such as trophic factors. It is important to stress that the effects of 5-HT2AR agonism are highly context sensitive (see [Figure 2](#fig2-0269881117725915){ref-type="fig"}), e.g. the effects of 5-HT2AR signalling on mood and mental health are likely highly sensitive to the quality of the environment in which a 5-HT2AR-mediated experience occurs ([@bibr275-0269881117725915]), and this rule may also apply for treatment with an SSRI ([@bibr80-0269881117725915]) perhaps due to increased 5-HT2A receptor signalling through increased synaptic 5-HT. For this reason, and due to the still developing evidence base for psychedelics for depression (e.g. see [@bibr110-0269881117725915]), we took the modest step of not describing the association between 5-HT2AR signalling and depression as 'strong' (+++). In fact, we describe all associations between 5-HT, mood and depression as resting on 'reasonable' (i.e. ++) evidence because we acknowledge that these associations are especially complex. Also, some aspects of cognition but not others may be enhanced by increased signalling at a specific receptor and this is not qualified in the table. The reader may therefore notice some contradictory associations, simply because the data are not straightforward in supporting one particular direction. Importantly, this table is not intended as an exhaustive nor comprehensive account of literature pertaining to brain serotonin function but rather as an overview of significant associations between 5-HT, its 1A and 2A receptors and specific psychological phenomena of interest. This table cannot be considered a substitute for a detailed reading of the surrounding text. To properly understand the relevant associations, a careful reading of the text and supporting references is encouraged. Key: to provide a qualitative index of the perceived strength of evidence for a given association, we use the symbols +, ++ and +++ to denote 'weak', 'reasonable' and 'strong' evidence. Moreover, strong associations are shown in bold font. The '↑' symbol denotes an increase in a particular factor and '↓' denotes a decrease. The '→' symbol denotes that one factor causes another.

###### 

Functions associated with brain serotonin.

![](10.1177_0269881117725915-table1)

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                      5-HT implicated            Post-synaptic (pst) 5-HT1AR signalling (sg) implicated   5-HT2AR signalling (sg) implicated
  ------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------
  **Impulsivity and aggression (I&A)**                                **5-HT ↓ → I&A ↑ +++**     **pst5-HT1ARsg↑ → I&AG↓ +++**                            5-HT2ARsg↑ → I&A ↑(ST) ++\
                                                                                                                                                          5-HT2ARsg↑ → I&A ↓ (LT) ++

  **Anxiety and stress (A&S) and punishment (Pun)**                   **5-HT ↓ → A&S ↑ +++**\    **pst5-HT1ARsg↑ → A&S ↓ +++**                            5-HT2ARsg↑ → A&S ↑(ST) ++\
                                                                      **Pun ↑ → 5-HT ↑ → +++**                                                            5-HT2ARsg↑ → A&S ↓(LT) ++

  **Learning and cognition (L&C)**                                    5-HT ↓ → L&C ↓ ++          pst5-HT1ARsg↑ → L&C ↓ ++\                                5-HT2ARsg↑ → L&C ↑(ST) +\
                                                                                                 pst5-HT1ARsg↑ → L&C ↑ +                                  5-HT2ARsg↑ → L&C ↓(ST) ++\
                                                                                                                                                          **5-HT2ARsg↑ → L&C ↑(LT) +++**

  **Depression (D) and mood\***                                       5-HT ↓ → mood ↓ ++\        pst5-HT1ARsg↑ → D ↓ ++                                   5-HT2ARsg↑ → D ↓(LT) ++
                                                                      5-HT ↑ → mood ↑ ++                                                                  

  **General plasticity (gP) and regional specific plasticity (rP)**   **5-HT ↑ → gP ↑ +++**      pst5-HT1ARsg↑ → GP ↑(hip) ++                             5-HT2ARsg↑ → rP ↑(LT, cx) ++\
                                                                                                                                                          5-HT2ARsg↑ → rP ↓(LT, hip) ++\
                                                                                                                                                          **5-HT2ARsg↑ → gP ↑(ST & LT) +++**
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

![Extra-pharmacological (EP) model of drug action. This model is intended to provide a comprehensive account of the action of psychoactive drugs that takes into account important extra-pharmacological components such as trait, pre-state, dosage and environmental factors and how these interact with a given drug's specific pharmacology to predict the quality of the acute 'intoxicated' or 'medicated' state and subsequent longer-term outcomes. The model is conceived with acute dosing in mind; however, it could also be adapted and applied to chronic dosing regimens.](10.1177_0269881117725915-fig2){#fig2-0269881117725915}

### 5-HT2AR signalling, impulsivity and aggression {#section11-0269881117725915}

In contrast to what is typically associated with postsynaptic 5-HT1AR agonism, there is some evidence in rodents that 5-HT2AR agonism increases impulsivity ([@bibr11-0269881117725915]; [@bibr113-0269881117725915]; [@bibr507-0269881117725915]). However, the relationship between the 5-HT2AR and impulsivity and aggression in humans is somewhat ambiguous ([@bibr143-0269881117725915]; [@bibr489-0269881117725915]) and anti-impulsivity effects of 5-HT2AR antagonists may be an epiphenomenon of these compounds' mild sleep-promoting/sedating properties ([@bibr265-0269881117725915]; [@bibr355-0269881117725915]). Moreover, 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelics such as LSD and psilocybin are not typically associated with aggressive or impulsive behaviours in humans, and may even possess some pro-social properties in certain contexts ([@bibr157-0269881117725915]; [@bibr302-0269881117725915]; [@bibr400-0269881117725915]) -- see also ([@bibr499-0269881117725915]). Rare cases of behavioural disinhibition and even aggression have been observed with high doses of potent psychedelic 5-HT2AR agonists -- but such incidences are likely to be strongly context specific ([@bibr188-0269881117725915]). See [Figure 2](#fig2-0269881117725915){ref-type="fig"}.

Anxiety and stress {#section12-0269881117725915}
------------------

### 5-HT1AR signalling, anxiety and stress {#section13-0269881117725915}

Related to the hypothesis that 5-HT functions to moderate aversive mental states ([@bibr152-0269881117725915]) and promote patience ([@bibr335-0269881117725915]) is the notion that 5-HT plays an important role in negatively modulating anxiety ([@bibr391-0269881117725915]). Selective reductions of 5-HT in the forebrain have been found to enhance anxiety-related behaviours ([@bibr406-0269881117725915]; [@bibr476-0269881117725915]), whereas chronically administered SSRIs have been found to reduce anxiety ([@bibr59-0269881117725915]). Like impulsivity and aggression, anxiety appears to be negatively modulated by 5-HT1AR stimulation ([@bibr240-0269881117725915]; [@bibr381-0269881117725915]; [@bibr439-0269881117725915]; [@bibr475-0269881117725915]), and although there are some contradictory findings ([@bibr169-0269881117725915]), this effect appears to be mediated by postsynaptic 5-HT1AR signalling ([@bibr119-0269881117725915]; [@bibr222-0269881117725915]; [@bibr391-0269881117725915]; [@bibr460-0269881117725915]; [@bibr471-0269881117725915]; [@bibr476-0269881117725915]; [@bibr526-0269881117725915], [@bibr525-0269881117725915]).

Postsynaptic 5-HT1A receptors are densely expressed in limbic regions and particularly the hippocampus ([@bibr385-0269881117725915]; [@bibr491-0269881117725915]), which is known to be involved in anxiety ([@bibr205-0269881117725915]; [@bibr476-0269881117725915]). Serotonin 1A receptors are highly expressed on excitatory neurons in the hippocampus ([@bibr397-0269881117725915]) and 5-HT1AR stimulation has an inhibitory influence on pyramidal neuron activity ([@bibr13-0269881117725915]). Hippocampal hyperactivity is strongly associated with states of anxiety and stress ([@bibr162-0269881117725915]) and 5-HT appears to quell limbic hyperactivity via the inhibitory action of postsynaptic 5-HT1ARs ([@bibr154-0269881117725915]; [@bibr468-0269881117725915]). This mechanism could explain the reduced metabolism and blood flow observed in limbic regions with acutely administered MDMA ([@bibr106-0269881117725915]; [@bibr185-0269881117725915]), buspirone ([@bibr176-0269881117725915]), fenfluramine (thalamus and temporal cortex ([@bibr342-0269881117725915])) and chronically administered SSRIs ([@bibr333-0269881117725915]) -- as well as reduced cortico-limbic reactivity to negative stimuli with MDMA ([@bibr42-0269881117725915]; [@bibr109-0269881117725915]) and SSRIs ([@bibr19-0269881117725915]; [@bibr321-0269881117725915]). The improved ability to tolerate negative stimuli with both acute MDMA ([@bibr109-0269881117725915]; [@bibr350-0269881117725915], [@bibr351-0269881117725915]) and chronic SSRI treatment ([@bibr138-0269881117725915]; [@bibr347-0269881117725915]) may be due to elevated levels of synaptic 5-HT activating inhibitory postsynaptic 1A receptors in stress-sensitive limbic regions. It is also likely to explain the use of SSRIs and direct 5-HT1AR agonists such as buspirone, as anxiolytic medications. There is also compelling evidence through 5-HT1AR knock out studies that this receptor is involved in the moderation of anxiety ([@bibr125-0269881117725915]).

### Punishment, 5-HT release and 5-HT1AR signalling {#section14-0269881117725915}

Intriguingly, other than pharmacological manipulations ([@bibr79-0269881117725915]), *punishment* is one of the most effective means of stimulating 5-HT release ([@bibr4-0269881117725915]; [@bibr10-0269881117725915]; [@bibr60-0269881117725915], [@bibr61-0269881117725915]; [@bibr168-0269881117725915]; [@bibr221-0269881117725915]; [@bibr289-0269881117725915]; [@bibr415-0269881117725915]; [@bibr518-0269881117725915]). Several studies have demonstrated that anxiety ([@bibr415-0269881117725915]) and stress ([@bibr180-0269881117725915]) can profoundly increase synaptic 5-HT. Consistent with previous theories ([@bibr150-0269881117725915]), it seems reasonable to suppose that brain 5-HT functions to alleviate psychological distress under adverse conditions -- thereby improving coping and resilience. The moderation of aversive mental states may be evolutionarily advantageous in certain contexts, e.g. promoting a more patient, waiting and observing behavioural style, and perhaps greater sociability (or at least reduced anti-sociability). We suggest that this function is mediated by postsynaptic 5-HT1AR signalling, serving to quell hyperactivity in stress-sensitive circuits ([@bibr405-0269881117725915]), particularly under conditions of mild-moderate adversity. We link this to the notion of 'passive coping', since the behavioural outcome is one of improved endurance of adversity via a moderation of stress and perhaps emotional responsiveness more generally ([@bibr334-0269881117725915]; [@bibr402-0269881117725915]).

### Anxiety, stress and the 5-HT2AR {#section15-0269881117725915}

The serotonin 2A receptor has also been implicated in anxiety. Serotonin 2A receptor knock-out mice display reduced anxiety which is normalised when its functioning is recovered ([@bibr501-0269881117725915]). These findings suggest that 5-HT2AR signalling has an anxiogenic effect that is opposite to the anxiolytic effect of postsynaptic 5-HT1AR activation. This idea is leant support by findings of reduced anxiety with 5-HT2AR antagonism ([@bibr83-0269881117725915]). Serotonin 2A receptor agonists have complex effects on anxiety in humans ([@bibr520-0269881117725915]). Subjective anxiety is inconsistently and only marginally increased by the 5-HT2AR agonists psilocybin and LSD during their acute intoxication state ([@bibr98-0269881117725915], [@bibr101-0269881117725915]; [@bibr216-0269881117725915]) (although acute panic can occur ([@bibr35-0269881117725915]; [@bibr95-0269881117725915])), yet there is increasing evidence that anxiety can be significantly reduced for a prolonged period after a therapeutically mediated psychedelic drug experience ([@bibr186-0269881117725915], [@bibr187-0269881117725915]; [@bibr214-0269881117725915]; [@bibr218-0269881117725915]) -- for a discussion of this apparent paradox see ([@bibr100-0269881117725915]). Thus, whereas postsynaptic 5-HT1AR activation appears to moderate anxiety and stress, the effect of 5-HT2AR activation is more complex ([@bibr100-0269881117725915]). Similarly, 5-HT2C receptor agonism has been associated with anxiety (and inversely with 'assertiveness' in rats) -- but a more detailed discussion of 5-HT2C receptor functioning is beyond the remit of this paper (see [@bibr348-0269881117725915] for a relevant review).

### The effects of 5-HT2AR signalling are highly context sensitive {#section16-0269881117725915}

In forthcoming sections, we develop the idea that 5-HT2AR signalling has a time and context sensitive effect on cognition and emotion, increasing plasticity-related processes (and often anxiety ([@bibr216-0269881117725915])) in the short-term while facilitating openness, learning and well-being in the longer-term ([@bibr100-0269881117725915]; [@bibr323-0269881117725915]). If mediated properly (e.g. with appropriate psychological support and positive environmental conditions) the acute labile state can be used to facilitate emotional approach and eventual acceptance with potentially enduring beneficial effects ([@bibr425-0269881117725915]; [@bibr499-0269881117725915]); moreover, it remains possible that reduced anxiety and improved general well-being during the post-acute 'after glow' (Winkelman et al., 2014) of a psychedelic experience is related to agonist-induced 5-HT2AR downregulation ([@bibr87-0269881117725915]).

Consistent with a recent hypothesis on the function of brain 5-HT ([@bibr80-0269881117725915]), we predict that the plasticity-enhancing effects of 5-HT accentuate the influence of environmental factors on the individual ([@bibr80-0269881117725915]) but we would qualify this relationship by emphasising that it is primarily a 5-HT2AR-mediated process. Thus, we propose that 5-HT2AR signalling opens a window of plasticity during which environmental-sensitivity is enhanced and significant therapeutic work can be done. Supporting this hypothesis, central 5-HT2ARs expression is highest during key developmental periods ([@bibr447-0269881117725915]; [@bibr495-0269881117725915]) when plasticity-related learning is maximal. The quality of a 5-HT2AR dependent psychedelic experience is known to be highly sensitive to the context in which it occurs ([@bibr231-0269881117725915]) and to be consequently predictive of long-term mental health outcomes ([@bibr111-0269881117725915]; [@bibr424-0269881117725915]).

### Extra-pharmacological model of drug effects {#section17-0269881117725915}

The extra-pharmacological or 'EP' model presented in [Figure 2](#fig2-0269881117725915){ref-type="fig"} is inspired by recent empirical and theoretical work on the psychedelic state and is conceived as a working model for testing and refining our understanding of the many determinants of the acute and longer-term effects of psychoactive drugs in general, albeit with special reference and relevance to psychedelics. *Trait* factors may be biological (e.g. receptor polymorphisms (Ott et al., 2006)) or psychological in nature (e.g. personality ([@bibr323-0269881117725915]) or suggestibility ([@bibr101-0269881117725915])). The *pre-state* refers to such thing as anticipatory anxiety, expectations and assumptions (which account for so-called 'placebo' and 'nocebo' effects), and readiness to surrender resistances and 'let go' to the drug effects (e.g. see [@bibr428-0269881117725915]). In the context of psychedelic research, the *pre-state* is traditionally referred to as the 'set' ([@bibr231-0269881117725915]). *State* refers to the acute subjective and biological quality of the drug experience and may be measured via subjective rating scales or brain imaging (see [@bibr424-0269881117725915]). *Dose* relates to the drug dosage -- which may be a critical determinant of *state* ([@bibr215-0269881117725915]; [@bibr367-0269881117725915]) -- as well as long-term outcomes ([@bibr424-0269881117725915]). *Environment* relates to the various environmental influences. In the context of psychedelic research this is traditionally referred to as 'setting' ([@bibr231-0269881117725915]). We recognise that the environment can be influential at all stages of the process of change associated with drug action. The *long-term outcomes* may include such things as symptoms of a specific psychiatric condition such as depression -- measured using a standard rating scale (Carhart-Harris et al., 2016a) as well as relatively pathology-independent factors such as personality ([@bibr323-0269881117725915]) and outlook ([@bibr368-0269881117725915]). The EP model may prove useful in future studies of psychedelics that aim to determine the weighting or relative influence of different predictor variables on the quality of the acute state and longer-term outcomes. Predictor variables such as *trait, pre-state, dose* and *environment* could be entered as independent variables in a regression model, with *state* as the dependent variable. Similarly, a regression model could include *state* as an independent 'predictor' variable, with a *long-term outcome* as the dependent variable (for example as in [@bibr424-0269881117725915]; [@bibr428-0269881117725915]). This model could eventually be used to assist screening for psychedelic therapy and inform on how the therapy is to be delivered, e.g. what dose to administer and how to tune the environment to promote optimal outcomes.

Learning and cognition {#section18-0269881117725915}
----------------------

### 5-HT1AR signalling learning and cognition {#section19-0269881117725915}

Postsynaptic 5-HT1AR stimulation is generally considered to be a desirable property of anxiolytic and antidepressant medications ([@bibr22-0269881117725915]), and the postsynaptic 5-HT1AR is thought to be the principal (therapeutic) site of action of SSRIs ([@bibr20-0269881117725915], [@bibr22-0269881117725915]; [@bibr430-0269881117725915]). Chronic treatment with SSRIs has been associated with increased neurogenesis ([@bibr68-0269881117725915]), particularly in the hippocampus ([@bibr68-0269881117725915], [@bibr67-0269881117725915]) and some improvements in learning and cognition ([@bibr88-0269881117725915]), albeit with some contradictory findings ([@bibr151-0269881117725915]). There is evidence to suggest that increased neurogenesis (at least in the hippocampus) is a 5-HT1AR-mediated effect ([@bibr201-0269881117725915]; [@bibr256-0269881117725915]; [@bibr325-0269881117725915]; [@bibr435-0269881117725915]); however, other 5-HT receptors (e.g. the 5-HT4 and 5-HT2A) are also thought to contribute ([@bibr29-0269881117725915]; [@bibr263-0269881117725915]; [@bibr273-0269881117725915]; [@bibr303-0269881117725915]).

Despite this association between 5-HT1AR signalling and neurogenesis, there is a body of evidence to suggest that postsynaptic 5-HT1AR stimulation is impairing to learning and cognition ([@bibr370-0269881117725915]), so how can we reconcile these things? One possibility is that the observed pro-cognitive effects of SSRIs are actually mediated by other (non-1A) 5-HT receptors ([@bibr75-0269881117725915]; [@bibr181-0269881117725915]; [@bibr263-0269881117725915]), and another is that improvements in cognition in patients treated with SSRIs is an epiphenomenon of improvements in mood ([@bibr126-0269881117725915]). It is also important to note that the evidence that SSRIs improve cognition is relatively weak ([@bibr43-0269881117725915]; [@bibr298-0269881117725915]; [@bibr297-0269881117725915]; [@bibr450-0269881117725915]) and their modest ability to address cognitive symptoms in depression is considered one of their limitations ([@bibr399-0269881117725915]).

### 5-HT2AR signalling, learning and cognition {#section20-0269881117725915}

The relationship between the 5-HT2AR and cognition is somewhat different to that of the 5-HT1AR. As discussed above, activation of postsynaptic 5-HT1ARs is associated with cognitive and learning impairments ([@bibr370-0269881117725915]), whereas 5-HT2AR activation is associated with improvements in certain aspects of cognition and learning ([@bibr191-0269881117725915]; [@bibr233-0269881117725915], [@bibr234-0269881117725915]; [@bibr235-0269881117725915], [@bibr237-0269881117725915]; [@bibr292-0269881117725915]; [@bibr421-0269881117725915], [@bibr420-0269881117725915]; [@bibr502-0269881117725915]; [@bibr523-0269881117725915]; [@bibr522-0269881117725915]) as well as an unlearning or 'extinction' learning ([@bibr521-0269881117725915]). Serotonin 2A receptor activation has also been associated with neurogenesis ([@bibr117-0269881117725915]; [@bibr118-0269881117725915]; [@bibr173-0269881117725915]; [@bibr190-0269881117725915]; [@bibr279-0269881117725915]; [@bibr339-0269881117725915]; [@bibr366-0269881117725915]; [@bibr484-0269881117725915]), particularly in the cortex ([@bibr190-0269881117725915]; [@bibr279-0269881117725915]; [@bibr484-0269881117725915]) (but not in the hippocampus ([@bibr484-0269881117725915])), which may explain the type of cognitive and learning enhancements that are associated with its functioning (e.g. associative learning). Specifically, a number of studies have shown enhancements of associative learning with 5-HT2AR agonism and impairments with its blockade ([@bibr34-0269881117725915]; [@bibr233-0269881117725915], [@bibr234-0269881117725915]; [@bibr235-0269881117725915]; [@bibr419-0269881117725915], [@bibr421-0269881117725915]; [@bibr502-0269881117725915]).

Cognitive flexibility in humans is thought to be positively modulated by 5-HT2AR functioning ([@bibr75-0269881117725915]) and there is evidence to suggest that 5-HT2AR agonists (such as LSD and psilocybin) enhance cognitive flexibility and creative thinking ([@bibr174-0269881117725915]; [@bibr230-0269881117725915]; [@bibr268-0269881117725915]; [@bibr292-0269881117725915]; [@bibr323-0269881117725915]; [@bibr336-0269881117725915]; [@bibr442-0269881117725915]), potentially in an enduring way ([@bibr323-0269881117725915]). Serotonin depletion and inactivation has been shown to impair cognitive flexibility ([@bibr130-0269881117725915], [@bibr131-0269881117725915]; [@bibr329-0269881117725915]) and there is evidence that this may be due to decreased basal activation of 5-HT2ARs ([@bibr75-0269881117725915]; [@bibr181-0269881117725915]). Serotonin neurons have been found to activate when animals experience a surprising violation of assumptions, independent of its reward-related implications ([@bibr329-0269881117725915]), supporting the association between 5-HT, environmental sensitivity and adaptability ([@bibr80-0269881117725915]). Our argument here is that 5-HT2AR signalling is the key mediator of this effect. Promotion of plasticity via 5-HT2AR signalling is central to our thesis that, along with improving stress-tolerance, a key function of brain serotonin transmission is to engage processes necessary for change, when change is necessary. Note: although we acknowledge it would be pertinent and potentially valuable, a more in-depth discussion of the 5-HT2AR and animal and human behavioural measures of cognitive flexibility is beyond the scope of this paper.

Serotonin, depression and mood {#section21-0269881117725915}
------------------------------

### Evidence for an association between serotonin and mood {#section22-0269881117725915}

Serotonin was first isolated and named in the late 1940s ([@bibr413-0269881117725915]) and subsequently found in the brain in the early 1950s ([@bibr182-0269881117725915]; [@bibr479-0269881117725915]). At the same time, scientists were beginning to identify interactions between serotonin and the recently discovered lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) ([@bibr182-0269881117725915]; [@bibr446-0269881117725915]). Struck by LSD's remarkable potency (psychoactive in doses as low as 20 µg) and powerful modulatory effects on mood and cognition ([@bibr91-0269881117725915]; [@bibr248-0269881117725915]), it was speculated that abnormal serotoninergic functioning may underlie certain mental disorders ([@bibr183-0269881117725915]; [@bibr512-0269881117725915]). Although the 'psychotomimetic' (mimicking psychosis) properties of LSD and related psychedelics were recognised in the 1950s and 60s ([@bibr264-0269881117725915]), as they are today ([@bibr96-0269881117725915], [@bibr100-0269881117725915]), these compounds were also used extensively as psychotherapeutic aids for the treatment of a range of disorders, including depression and anxiety ([@bibr217-0269881117725915]; [@bibr433-0269881117725915]; [@bibr434-0269881117725915]).

The earliest and most direct evidence for the involvement of monoamines in mood regulation however, came with the observation that reserpine, which depletes 5-HT and noradrenaline in the brain ([@bibr395-0269881117725915]), also induces depressed mood in some individuals ([@bibr2-0269881117725915]) -- see also ([@bibr16-0269881117725915]). This observation was closely followed by the discovery of the antidepressant properties of the monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs) ([@bibr481-0269881117725915]) and subsequently the tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs) ([@bibr28-0269881117725915]; [@bibr304-0269881117725915]) -- both of which increase synaptic monoamines ([@bibr224-0269881117725915]; [@bibr330-0269881117725915]). More specific evidence for the involvement of 5-HT in depression came from studies showing a combined antidepressant effect with an MAOI plus tryptophan, the biochemical precursor to 5-HT ([@bibr136-0269881117725915]; [@bibr243-0269881117725915]; [@bibr380-0269881117725915]).

The idea that serotonergic mechanisms are involved in the pathogenesis and treatment of depression was controversial in the 1960s ([@bibr137-0269881117725915], [@bibr135-0269881117725915]); however, it gradually gained traction in the 1980s and into the 1990s with the development and licensing of the SSRIs ([@bibr114-0269881117725915]; [@bibr140-0269881117725915]) and particularly fluoxetine ([@bibr82-0269881117725915]). When chronically administered, SSRIs increase concentrations of synaptic 5-HT ([@bibr455-0269881117725915]) by blocking its reuptake ([@bibr114-0269881117725915]), show superior efficacy to placebo in depression ([@bibr252-0269881117725915]; [@bibr245-0269881117725915]; [@bibr36-0269881117725915]) and are safer than MAOIs and TCAs ([@bibr394-0269881117725915]). Another important finding supporting the involvement of serotonin in depression was the observation that acute tryptophan depletion can induce a (transient) relapse in symptoms in formerly depressed patients ([@bibr454-0269881117725915]) and plasma tryptophan levels have been found to be low in patients with severe depression ([@bibr12-0269881117725915]), potentially owing to inflammation-related mechanisms ([@bibr504-0269881117725915]).

The involvement of serotonin in mood regulation is further substantiated by the fact that the potent mood-enhancing agent, MDMA, has marked 5-HT releasing properties ([@bibr79-0269881117725915]). In rodents, MDMA is also a noradrenaline (NA) and dopamine (DA) releaser ([@bibr285-0269881117725915]) but its 5-HT releasing properties are far more pronounced ([@bibr79-0269881117725915]; [@bibr195-0269881117725915]). Blockade of the serotonin transporter by pre-treatment with the SSRI citalopram, significantly attenuated the signature positive mood effects of MDMA ([@bibr315-0269881117725915], [@bibr316-0269881117725915]) -- presumably via preventing MDMA from interacting with the 5-HT transporter. Pre-treatment with the D2 antagonist haloperidol also attenuated the positive mood effects of MDMA ([@bibr316-0269881117725915]) -- suggesting that combined DA and 5-HT functioning may have a synergistic influence on mood. However, in a separate study, combining the DA reuptake blocker methylphenidate with MDMA did not have a supplementary influence on positive mood ([@bibr260-0269881117725915]) and stimulants with greater DA than 5-HT releasing properties (such as amphetamine, cocaine and methylphenidate) do not induce the same pro-empathy and pro-social sentiments as well as frank euphoria that can be attributed to MDMA ([@bibr40-0269881117725915]; [@bibr438-0269881117725915]). The sudden popularity of mephedrone as a party-drug in the early 2010s ([@bibr102-0269881117725915]), may be explained by its pronounced serotonin-releasing properties ([@bibr195-0269881117725915]), in conjunction with DA release ([@bibr290-0269881117725915]), with users likening its euphoric effect to that of MDMA ([@bibr102-0269881117725915]). Like MDMA, mephedrone causes massive 5-HT release that far exceeds its still considerable DA releasing properties ([@bibr195-0269881117725915]).

In summary, there is a wealth of evidence that 5-HT is involved in the regulation of mood but exactly how it does this is not properly understood ([@bibr144-0269881117725915]). A central theme of this paper is that the combination of 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptor signalling has a complementary effect on mood by promoting stress moderation and patience (predominantly 5-HT1AR mediated) and plasticity and open-mindedness (predominantly 5-HT2AR mediated). For the remainder of the paper, these ideas will be unpacked, first with a focus on postsynaptic 5-HT1AR signalling, before addressing the function of 5-HT2AR signalling in detail.

### Postsynaptic 5-HT1AR signalling and mood {#section23-0269881117725915}

The importance of postsynaptic 5-HT1AR receptor signalling in the therapeutic action of serotonergic antidepressants has been convincingly demonstrated ([@bibr63-0269881117725915]; [@bibr62-0269881117725915]). Selective 5-HT1AR agonists appear to work in a similar way to traditional serotonergic antidepressants ([@bibr320-0269881117725915]), i.e. with a delayed onset of action of 7--14 days due to the gradual desensitisation of the presynaptic 5-HT1A autoreceptors ([@bibr63-0269881117725915]). Subsequent to autoreceptor desensitisation ([@bibr308-0269881117725915]), 5-HT1AR agonists (such as buspirone) appear to act in the same stress-reducing way as has been described for the SSRIs, and this may explain their therapeutic value as anxiolytics ([@bibr53-0269881117725915]; [@bibr119-0269881117725915]; [@bibr129-0269881117725915]; [@bibr200-0269881117725915]; [@bibr278-0269881117725915]; [@bibr300-0269881117725915]; [@bibr314-0269881117725915]; [@bibr393-0269881117725915]; [@bibr465-0269881117725915]). Moreover, 5-HT1AR knock-out rodents exhibit greater levels of anxiety and depressive symptoms ([@bibr240-0269881117725915]; [@bibr410-0269881117725915]), presumably due to deficient postsynaptic 5-HT1AR-signalling (e.g. in limbic regions).

Determining the importance of the 5-HT1AR to the mechanisms of action of MDMA and classic psychedelics is difficult, due to the unavailability of selective 5-HT1AR antagonists for human research which could be given as blocking agents. The non-selective weak 5-HT1AR antagonist pindolol had a negligible influence on MDMA's positive mood effects in one study ([@bibr489-0269881117725915]) but slightly attenuated them in another ([@bibr238-0269881117725915]). Pindolol slightly augmented the psychoactive effects of the classic psychedelic and 5-HT2AR agonist dimethyltryptamine (DMT) ([@bibr464-0269881117725915]), and the 5-HT1AR partial agonist buspirone significantly attenuated the psychoactive effects of psilocybin ([@bibr396-0269881117725915]). The lack of pharmacological selectivity and/or only partial agonism and weak antagonism of buspirone and pindolol (respectively) preclude us from making strong inferences about their effects in pre-treatment studies, although broadly speaking, they support a view that postsynaptic 1A receptor signalling is only mildly ([@bibr238-0269881117725915]) and unreliably ([@bibr489-0269881117725915]) involved in MDMA's positive mood effects but may significantly attenuate some of the key psychological effects of classic psychedelics ([@bibr396-0269881117725915]; [@bibr464-0269881117725915]). Supporting this latter inference, depletion of brain serotonin augments the behavioural effects of LSD in animals ([@bibr236-0269881117725915]) and humans ([@bibr414-0269881117725915]) and this effect may be explained in part by lower postsynaptic 5-HT1AR signalling enabling an exaggerated effect at the 5-HT2A receptor, although an adaptive, homeostatic upregulation of 5-HT2AR availability due to low synaptic 5-HT may be another mechanism ([@bibr272-0269881117725915], 2016). Note also that 5-HT1AR expression is low in the visual cortex ([Figure 1](#fig1-0269881117725915){ref-type="fig"}) which may explain why 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelics have pronounced visual perceptual effects -- i.e. because the excitatory effects of 5-HT2AR agonism go unopposed (by 5-HT1AR signalling) in this region.

Further considering the contribution of 5-HT1AR signalling to MDMA's acute effects, it is notable that marked changes in cerebral blood flow and functional connectivity in limbic structures (that exhibit the richest expression of 5-HT1A receptors in the forebrain) were observed with acute MDMA administration ([@bibr106-0269881117725915]), and MDMA's characteristic pro-social effects were significantly attenuated by pre-treatment with a selective 5-HT1AR antagonist in rats ([@bibr257-0269881117725915]) (although see [@bibr392-0269881117725915]). The development of new PET ligands sensitive to 5-HT release may prove useful in determining the contribution of different receptor subtypes to the psychological effects of MDMA and other potent serotonergic drugs ([@bibr280-0269881117725915]; [@bibr480-0269881117725915]). However, in brief, it is our assumption that the effects of MDMA reflect combined signalling at postsynaptic 5-HT1AR, 5-HT2AR and catecholamine receptors (i.e. DA and NA) to produce a state of improved stress tolerability (5-HT1AR-mediated) combined with increased cognitive flexibility and emotional lability (5-HT2AR-mediated) and enhanced focus, motivation and confidence (NA/DA receptor mediated) that in combination, is especially conducive to positive mood ([@bibr443-0269881117725915]).

### 5-HT2AR signalling, depression and mood {#section24-0269881117725915}

It has been convention in neuropsychopharmacology to view 5-HT2AR agonism as potentially harmful (or at least unconducive) to mental health. The main arguments for this are: (1) 5-HT2AR agonists, such as LSD and psilocybin, are psychotomimetics (i.e. psychosis models) ([@bibr142-0269881117725915]; [@bibr189-0269881117725915]); and (2) a number of antidepressants ([@bibr115-0269881117725915]) as well as many antipsychotics ([@bibr340-0269881117725915]) have 5-HT2AR antagonist properties. However, recent studies have begun to challenge the notion that 5-HT2AR agonism is an undesirable property for a psychotropic medication ([@bibr100-0269881117725915]; [@bibr213-0269881117725915]; [@bibr97-0269881117725915]; [@bibr407-0269881117725915]; [@bibr389-0269881117725915] -- see [@bibr110-0269881117725915] for a review) -- and about their harm, comparative rating scales suggest 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelics like psilocybin are among the least harmful drugs of potential misuse ([@bibr108-0269881117725915]; [@bibr369-0269881117725915]; [@bibr486-0269881117725915]). Moreover, an increasing number of studies are reporting enduring positive mental health outcomes ([@bibr65-0269881117725915]; [@bibr76-0269881117725915]; [@bibr186-0269881117725915]; [@bibr218-0269881117725915]; [@bibr242-0269881117725915]; [@bibr374-0269881117725915]) and psychological well-being ([@bibr100-0269881117725915]; [@bibr212-0269881117725915]) with administration and use of 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelics. Additionally, several studies have found associations between 5-HT2AR polymorphisms and SSRI response ([@bibr295-0269881117725915]; [@bibr337-0269881117725915]; [@bibr505-0269881117725915]), although it is unclear if alleles predicting better response are associated with more or less 5-HT2AR functioning. Potentially, resolving this, however, a recent study suggested that 5-HT2AR signalling is an important (and therefore underappreciated) component of antidepressant action of SSRIs ([@bibr407-0269881117725915]).

Supporting the principle that 5-HT2AR agonism is a viable antidepressant target, are the growing number of studies demonstrating the antidepressant potential of 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelics ([@bibr39-0269881117725915]; [@bibr86-0269881117725915]; [@bibr97-0269881117725915]; [@bibr214-0269881117725915]; [@bibr218-0269881117725915]; [@bibr374-0269881117725915]; [@bibr426-0269881117725915]; [@bibr431-0269881117725915] -- see Carjart-Harris and Goodwin, 2017 for a review). For example, a recent pilot study by our team reported rapid and enduring improvements in depressive symptoms after two treatment sessions with psilocybin in patients with treatment-resistant depression ([@bibr97-0269881117725915]). The results of this study are consistent with those of others reporting reduced depressive symptoms in depressed patients treated with ayahuasca ([@bibr374-0269881117725915]; [@bibr431-0269881117725915]) and end-of-life anxiety patients treated with psilocybin ([@bibr214-0269881117725915]; [@bibr218-0269881117725915]; [@bibr426-0269881117725915]), as well as a population study showing lower rates of psychological distress and suicidality in relation to psychedelic drug use ([@bibr242-0269881117725915]). Taken together, these findings motivate a revision of the conventional view that psychedelics are harmful to mental health ([@bibr242-0269881117725915]), and encourage a rethink on the role of 5-HT2AR signalling in the pharmacology of depression (see also ([@bibr389-0269881117725915]; [@bibr407-0269881117725915]).

Further support for a positive association between 5-HT2AR signalling and (trait) psychological health comes from human PET imaging work that has shown a positive relationship between 5-HT2AR binding and trait neuroticism ([@bibr178-0269881117725915]), pessimism ([@bibr58-0269881117725915]; [@bibr343-0269881117725915]) and personality disorder ([@bibr456-0269881117725915]; [@bibr422-0269881117725915]). Cortical 5-HT2AR expression is sensitive to basal 5-HT concentrations ([@bibr94-0269881117725915]; [@bibr280-0269881117725915]), with 5-HT2A receptors becoming more populous and/or available in response to reduced synaptic 5-HT ([@bibr94-0269881117725915]; [@bibr272-0269881117725915]; [@bibr280-0269881117725915]) and less available in response to increased synaptic 5-HT ([@bibr280-0269881117725915]; [@bibr341-0269881117725915]). Thus, increased 5-HT2AR binding and associated pessimistic thinking ([@bibr58-0269881117725915]; [@bibr343-0269881117725915]) may be a corollary of deficient 5-HT2AR signalling -- and the enduring increases in optimism that have been observed with LSD ([@bibr100-0269881117725915]) may be viewed as evidence of extreme 5-HT2AR signalling having a lasting impact on positive thinking ([@bibr100-0269881117725915]).

Postmortem studies showing increased 5-HT2AR availability in unmedicated depressed patients ([@bibr449-0269881117725915]) and suicide victims ([@bibr15-0269881117725915]; [@bibr379-0269881117725915]; [@bibr459-0269881117725915]; [@bibr477-0269881117725915]) could be viewed as consistent with the hypothesis that there is an adaptive upregulation of 5-HT2A receptors in response to deficient 5-HT2AR signalling in depression. The existent of discrepant findings (e.g. decreased 5-HT2AR availability in depression and suicide victims) that challenge this hypothesis may be explained by the confounding influence of antidepressant and other psychiatric medications -- which reverse this relationship by downregulating 5-HT2AR availability ([@bibr26-0269881117725915]; [@bibr153-0269881117725915]; [@bibr206-0269881117725915]; [@bibr360-0269881117725915]; [@bibr488-0269881117725915]; [@bibr516-0269881117725915]).

### Electroconvulsive shock and 5-HT2AR functioning {#section25-0269881117725915}

The effect of electroconvulsive shock (ECS) on 5-HT2AR densities and functioning is important to address, particularly given the notable efficacy of electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) in terms of reducing depressive symptoms for a period ([@bibr482-0269881117725915]). Interestingly, we have recently found that functional brain changes one day after psilocybin for treatment-resistant depression compare best with those of ECT ([@bibr112-0269881117725915]). For example, as with ECT ([@bibr69-0269881117725915]), the post-psilocybin treatment brain changes were the inverse of what is typically seen during the acute psilocybin experience itself ([@bibr112-0269881117725915]). More specifically, whereas resting state functional connectivity in the default-mode network is significantly decreased during the acute psychedelic experience ([@bibr95-0269881117725915]), it is increased (or 'normalised') one day after psilocybin for treatment-resistant depression -- and this effect is greatest in treatment responders ([@bibr112-0269881117725915]). Increased or 'normalised' DMN RSFC has also been seen after successful treatment with ECT ([@bibr361-0269881117725915]).

Early rat work revealed increased 5-HT2AR functioning ([@bibr357-0269881117725915]) and cortical 5-HT2AR expression after ECS ([@bibr89-0269881117725915], [@bibr90-0269881117725915]; [@bibr92-0269881117725915]) -- an effect that appeared to be relatively selective for the 5-HT2AR in relation to other serotonin receptor subtypes ([@bibr90-0269881117725915]). However, contradictory findings have since been observed in primates ([@bibr466-0269881117725915]) and humans ([@bibr515-0269881117725915]) with 5-HT2AR binding showing decreased post ECS/ECT. This downregulation of 5-HT2AR densities post ECT is more consistent with the effects of conventional antidepressant medications ([@bibr516-0269881117725915]) -- as well as classic psychedelics ([@bibr87-0269881117725915]) -- and also makes more logical sense given the marked 5-HT release that is associated with ECS ([@bibr527-0269881117725915]).

How do we explain the observed 5-HT2AR upregulation in rats however? Stress has been found to increase 5-HT2AR density ([@bibr288-0269881117725915]) and affinity ([@bibr232-0269881117725915]) in rats. Extreme stress is hypothesised to engage 'pathway 2' in our bipartite model, which is mediated by 5-HT2AR signalling, and characterised by a rapid plasticity -- serving to facilitate major change in conditions of extreme adversity. Although speculative, one interpretation of the upregulated 5-HT2AR functioning post ECS in rats, is that it is a consequence of the extreme stress ('shock') of the procedure in this species. It might also be worth noting that ECT has been found to promote neural plasticity ([@bibr74-0269881117725915]; [@bibr281-0269881117725915]), and so is consistent with pathway 2 in this regard.

### 5-HT2A agonists and antagonists as antidepressants: resolving a paradox {#section26-0269881117725915}

Some effective drugs for depression (such as mirtazapine) have 5-HT2AR antagonist properties ([@bibr498-0269881117725915]) and 5-HT2AR antagonist antipsychotic drugs (such as risperidone and olanzapine) have been found to augment the antidepressant efficacy of SSRIs in treatment-resistant depression ([@bibr326-0269881117725915]; [@bibr375-0269881117725915]; [@bibr448-0269881117725915]). This has led some to consider 5-HT2AR antagonism a treatment target in depression ([@bibr378-0269881117725915]) but this matter requires some careful thought, not least because 5-HT2AR antagonism presents additional side-effects to those of first-line antidepressants such as SSRIs ([@bibr270-0269881117725915]; [@bibr448-0269881117725915]; [@bibr472-0269881117725915]). To our knowledge, selective 5-HT2AR antagonists have not been trialled as stand-alone treatments for depression, and have largely failed as stand-alone treatments for schizophrenia ([@bibr160-0269881117725915]), so their efficacy appears to be predicated on the augmentation of other pharmacological mechanisms. For example, blocking postsynaptic 5-HT2ARs in the mPFC may lessen the ability of top-down circuits to inhibit the firing of serotonergic neurons in the midbrain (potentially leading to increased 5-HT efflux) ([@bibr20-0269881117725915]), and 5-HT2AR blockade more generally, may encourage a preferential effect of 5-HT on its postsynaptic 5-HT1A receptors. Considered in this way, the effects of 5-HT2AR antagonism could be perceived as supplementing the stress moderation effects of postsynaptic 5-HT1AR agonism, and so pathway 1 in our bipartite model ([Figure 3](#fig3-0269881117725915){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, 5-HT2AR antagonists have mild pro-sleep/sedating properties ([@bibr262-0269881117725915]; [@bibr472-0269881117725915]; [@bibr490-0269881117725915]) that could complement the stress moderating effects of SSRIs.

![**A two-part or 'bipartite' model of brain serotonin function**. Model proposes that brain serotonin mediates adaptive responses to adversity via two distinct mechanisms: one mediated by postsynaptic 5-HT1AR signalling in aid of stress moderation (pathway 1) and the other mediated by 5-HT2AR signalling is aid of more substantial adaptive changes (pathway 2). SSRIs and other conventional antidepressant medications work on and can enhance pathway 1, whereas pathway 2 can be enhanced by 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelic drugs such as psilocybin. Note: it is hypothesised that active coping can be most effectively implemented if the window of plasticity afforded by 5-HT2AR agonism is complemented by supportive psychotherapy that promotes a willingness to confront and work through sources of stress ([@bibr499-0269881117725915]). Illustrations by Samantha Strong (<S.L.Strong1@bradford.ac.uk>).](10.1177_0269881117725915-fig3){#fig3-0269881117725915}

A likely solution to the paradox that 5-HT2AR agonists and antagonists have antidepressant properties is that they achieve the same outcome but via different routes. Whereas 5-HT2AR antagonism supplements the emotionally moderating effects associated with postsynaptic 5-HT1AR signalling (pathway 1), 5-HT2AR agonism may work to enhance plasticity, adaptability and the capacity for change. Both mechanisms can be viewed as adaptive responses to adverse conditions, with potentially consistent outcomes, albeit achieved via different, perhaps even antithetical mechanisms.

### Acute versus longer-term mood effects of 5-HT2AR signalling {#section27-0269881117725915}

The paradox that 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelics can be acutely psychotomimetic ([@bibr96-0269881117725915]; [@bibr203-0269881117725915]) and yet have long-term beneficial effects on well-being ([@bibr216-0269881117725915]) and mental health (Carhart-Harris et al., 2016a; [@bibr212-0269881117725915]; [@bibr242-0269881117725915]) has previously been discussed ([@bibr100-0269881117725915]). In brief, it has been proposed that the acute state produced by 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelics does not directly modulate the valence of mood, i.e. it does not directly promote either positive or negative mood ([@bibr100-0269881117725915]). This argument could be contested on the basis that positive mood effects are often seen with acute administration of psychedelics ([@bibr437-0269881117725915]) and the positive mood effects of MDMA ([@bibr489-0269881117725915]), LSD ([@bibr401-0269881117725915]), psilocybin ([@bibr301-0269881117725915]) and ayahuasca ([@bibr485-0269881117725915]) are all attenuated by pre-treatment with a 5-HT2AR antagonist, as are the pro-social effects of MDMA ([@bibr392-0269881117725915]). However, anxiety and psychosis-like symptoms are also often seen acutely with psychedelics ([@bibr100-0269881117725915]) and these can also be attenuated by 5-HT2AR antagonism ([@bibr496-0269881117725915]). Moreover, in studies that found enhanced mood with psychedelics, psychological preparation and support was generally provided, which helps channel the experience in a positive direction. Similarly, volunteers may have had positive expectations about their experience that biased their appraisal of the acute experience. These matters are relevant to our extra-pharmacological model presented above ([Figure 2](#fig2-0269881117725915){ref-type="fig"}), as well as the enhanced environmental sensitivity model proposed for serotonin itself ([@bibr80-0269881117725915]) and 5-HT2AR signalling more specifically (pathway 2, [Figure 3](#fig3-0269881117725915){ref-type="fig"}).

One proposed solution to this apparent paradox, is that the acute and longer-term effects of psychedelics are distinct, with the acute effects being marked by emotional arousal and *lability* ([@bibr100-0269881117725915]; [@bibr282-0269881117725915]) rather than positive mood per se, and longer-term changes are more reliably biased towards positive mood (perhaps somewhat analogous to near-death experiences ([@bibr210-0269881117725915])) with improvements in psychological well-being ([@bibr216-0269881117725915]; [@bibr241-0269881117725915], [@bibr242-0269881117725915]), optimism ([@bibr100-0269881117725915]) and openness ([@bibr323-0269881117725915]). The importance of emotional breakthrough after acute struggle may be highly relevant in this context ([@bibr499-0269881117725915]), as may the occurrence of peak-type experiences ([@bibr424-0269881117725915]), both topics we intend to study more closely in the future. Agonist-induced 5-HT2AR downregulation may also play a significant role ([@bibr87-0269881117725915]), at least during the after-glow period 1--2 weeks post exposure ([@bibr506-0269881117725915]).

This is a complex problem for future studies to dissect. However, one way we may begin to inform on it, is to address the question of whether the acute and longer-term responses to psychedelics relate to each other -- and indeed, there is already ample evidence that they do ([@bibr111-0269881117725915]; [@bibr214-0269881117725915]; [@bibr424-0269881117725915]; [@bibr426-0269881117725915]). A recent questionnaire study found that the psychological difficulty of an acute psychedelic experience was predictive of longer-term improvements in well-being ([@bibr95-0269881117725915]), although the same study also found that the *duration* of such difficulty was predictive of long-term decreases in well-being ([@bibr95-0269881117725915]). A number of studies have found that especially intense psychedelic experiences predict positive long-term outcomes -- particularly if they contain phenomena consistent with so-called 'mystical' ([@bibr458-0269881117725915]) or 'peak' ([@bibr328-0269881117725915]) experiences ([@bibr65-0269881117725915]; [@bibr212-0269881117725915], [@bibr214-0269881117725915]; [@bibr276-0269881117725915]; [@bibr426-0269881117725915]). Moreover, a recent LSD neuroimaging study by our team found that acute 'entropic' brain changes under the drug ([@bibr104-0269881117725915]) were predictive of long-term increases in the personality trait 'openness' ([@bibr310-0269881117725915]). As highlighted in our EP model ([Figure 2](#fig2-0269881117725915){ref-type="fig"}), it is important that we try to better understand how extra-pharmacological factors may interact with a drug's direct pharmacological effects to determine the quality of an acute drug experience and ensuing long-term effects -- and this is especially pertinent in the context of psychedelics.

The function of brain 5-HT2AR signalling {#section28-0269881117725915}
========================================

5-HT2AR mediated plasticity {#section29-0269881117725915}
---------------------------

There is a growing body of evidence that enhanced 5-HT2AR signalling produces a plastic state (in the sense of an enhanced capacity for change), both psychologically ([@bibr75-0269881117725915]; [@bibr101-0269881117725915], [@bibr100-0269881117725915]; [@bibr131-0269881117725915]; [@bibr282-0269881117725915]; [@bibr305-0269881117725915]) and neurobiologically ([@bibr29-0269881117725915]; [@bibr34-0269881117725915]; [@bibr98-0269881117725915], [@bibr104-0269881117725915], [@bibr100-0269881117725915]; [@bibr190-0269881117725915]; [@bibr310-0269881117725915]; [@bibr470-0269881117725915]; [@bibr484-0269881117725915]; [@bibr517-0269881117725915]). We propose that this 5-HT2AR-mediated plasticity is of fundamental importance to the acute and longer-term action of 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelics, potentially explaining their idiosyncratic phenomenology and remarkable behavioural effects -- including their ability to elicit long-term beneficial (Carhart-Harris et al., 2016a; [@bibr215-0269881117725915]; [@bibr241-0269881117725915]), and (albeit less common) harmful changes ([@bibr311-0269881117725915]; [@bibr133-0269881117725915]; [@bibr261-0269881117725915]).

Plasticity and the entropic brain {#section30-0269881117725915}
---------------------------------

The proposal that psychedelics induce a plastic state is consistent with the 'entropic brain' hypothesis, introduced by us in 2014 ([@bibr104-0269881117725915]). This idea emerged out of observations of consistencies between neuroimaging findings on the action of psychedelics ([@bibr104-0269881117725915]; [@bibr363-0269881117725915]) and a sense that their physical (brain) effects recapitulate their psychological effects -- and vice versa. Inspired by Karl Friston's Free-Energy principle ([@bibr175-0269881117725915]), the information theory-based measure of *entropy* was applied to the psychedelic state in an effort to capture its essential phenomenological and neurophysiological qualities. Entropy is formally both *uncertainty* and *unpredictability* ([@bibr50-0269881117725915]) -- and not coincidentally, these terms possess meaning in both a mechanistic *and* subjective sense. A growing number of analyses are now endorsing the principle that the brain exhibits increased entropy under psychedelics (Atasoy, 2017; [@bibr104-0269881117725915]; [@bibr310-0269881117725915]; [@bibr436-0269881117725915]; [@bibr469-0269881117725915]; [@bibr494-0269881117725915]) (see also [@bibr184-0269881117725915]) and countless other human and animal studies by independent teams, despite not formally measuring entropy, report findings that are consistent with the entropic brain principle ([@bibr121-0269881117725915]; [@bibr363-0269881117725915]; [@bibr416-0269881117725915], 2014; [@bibr510-0269881117725915]).

Entropy exists most purely as an index of uncertainty ([@bibr50-0269881117725915]) but its origins lie in thermodynamics ([@bibr50-0269881117725915], [@bibr51-0269881117725915]). Entropy is perhaps most familiar to people in the context of thermodynamics and specifically how it relates to the second law: that isolated systems tend towards disorder, or exhibit increased entropy over time (i.e. decay). The relationship between information theory-based entropy and thermodynamic entropy is a formal one, with the latter being merely an applied and contextualised version of the former ([@bibr50-0269881117725915], [@bibr51-0269881117725915]).

In the context of 5-HT2AR signalling and how this may inform on the function of brain serotonin, one may think of enhancing 5-HT2AR signalling as analogous to increasing the temperature (or excitability) of the brain; indeed, the excitatory effect of 5-HT2AR signalling has long been recognised ([@bibr5-0269881117725915]; [@bibr121-0269881117725915]). Extending this analogy to the process of *annealing* (i.e. whereby a metal is heated to make it more malleable) -- one may think of 5-HT2AR signalling as functioning to induce an entropic state characterised by enhanced flexibility and malleability during which work can be done that, upon cooling, may leave a lasting change ([@bibr199-0269881117725915]). Viewed through the lens of the popular Bayesian brain model of brain function ([@bibr296-0269881117725915]), one could see this 5-HT2AR-mediated entropic state as working to 'reset' reinforced priors in depression -- such as pessimistic beliefs and negative self-perceptions ([@bibr359-0269881117725915]). See [@bibr112-0269881117725915] for recent neurobiological support for this idea.

5-HT2AR induced plasticity mediates environmental sensitivity {#section31-0269881117725915}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The evolutionary value of neural and behavioural plasticity is well recognised ([@bibr49-0269881117725915]; [@bibr78-0269881117725915]), and in this context, the plasticity-mediating role of serotonin is becoming increasingly well appreciated ([@bibr6-0269881117725915]; [@bibr47-0269881117725915]; [@bibr80-0269881117725915]; [@bibr128-0269881117725915]). The importance of plasticity for learning has obvious functional value: in early life, when behaviour and cognition require considerable refinement but also in extreme adversity, when major behavioural change may be necessary for survival.

Serotonin is known to play a vital role in brain development ([@bibr29-0269881117725915]; [@bibr291-0269881117725915]; [@bibr306-0269881117725915]) and has been found to reverse processes of maturation, both at the cellular ([@bibr299-0269881117725915]; [@bibr332-0269881117725915]) and brain network level ([@bibr107-0269881117725915]; [@bibr470-0269881117725915]) in both cases likely via 5-HT2AR related mechanisms. Regarding 5-HT2AR signalling, fMRI studies have shown that LSD and psilocybin temporarily reverse processes of network integration and segregation that characterise the developing brain ([@bibr513-0269881117725915]), and this 'brain regression' is mirrored at the psychological level by a psychological regression that is characteristic of the psychedelic state ([@bibr107-0269881117725915]; [@bibr423-0269881117725915]; [@bibr470-0269881117725915]). Consistently, processes of neuronal differentiation that occur during development were found to be aided by 5-HT1AR signalling but inhibited by 5-HT2AR signalling ([@bibr29-0269881117725915]).

Crucially, 5-HT2AR signalling has been found to be highly influential during early development ([@bibr44-0269881117725915]; [@bibr524-0269881117725915]) and to be maximal during key developmental periods ([@bibr306-0269881117725915]) suggesting that 5-HT2AR-mediated plasticity facilitates the intense learning that is needed during critical periods. Children have been found to demonstrate superior performance than adults in certain tasks requiring open-mindedness and the 'de-weighting' of prior knowledge ([@bibr319-0269881117725915]) and psychedelics are strongly associated with unconventional thinking ([@bibr230-0269881117725915]; [@bibr305-0269881117725915]), vivid imagery and imagination ([@bibr105-0269881117725915], 2015a; [@bibr283-0269881117725915]) and suggestibility ([@bibr101-0269881117725915]).

Trend decreases in openness appear to occur with maturation ([@bibr139-0269881117725915]) and 5-HT2AR availability is known to markedly decrease once adulthood has been reached ([@bibr447-0269881117725915]). Enduring increases in openness have been found after psilocybin ([@bibr323-0269881117725915]) and LSD ([@bibr100-0269881117725915]) -- remarkable findings given that personality is normally highly stable in adulthood. Trait absorption, which is related to openness and a susceptibility to become immersed and absorbed in one's inner or outer world ([@bibr376-0269881117725915]; [@bibr382-0269881117725915]; [@bibr473-0269881117725915]), has been found to: (1) predict sensitivity to psilocybin's acute effects ([@bibr467-0269881117725915]), and (2) be associated with a polymorphism linked to stronger 5-HT2AR binding ([@bibr377-0269881117725915]).

There is likely to be an optimal level of cognitive and psychological flexibility for a given context ([@bibr104-0269881117725915]) and high doses of psychedelics risk overshooting this through extreme 5-HT2AR signalling causing an excessive flexibility that is unconducive to accurate reality testing and conventional cognition and behaviour ([@bibr104-0269881117725915]). Interestingly, recent anecdotal reports suggest that semi-regular use of very low doses of psychedelics (referred to colloquially as 'micro-dosing') may facilitate creative problem solving and improve mood ([@bibr207-0269881117725915]; [@bibr497-0269881117725915]) -- a claim that urgently requires empirical verification through controlled research. Reports of 'over-view' type insights, i.e. an improved ability to see the 'bigger picture' under psychedelics, are relatively common among user, participant and patient reports ([@bibr442-0269881117725915]; [@bibr230-0269881117725915]), and 'aha' type insights have been described ([@bibr219-0269881117725915]; [@bibr434-0269881117725915]; [@bibr499-0269881117725915]). Moreover, acute insight experienced during treatment with psilocybin for treatment-resistant depression was recently found to be predictive of positive long-term clinical outcomes ([@bibr111-0269881117725915]). If evidence for psychedelic-induced insight is substantiated by further research, this will have interesting implications for our understanding of optimal cognition ([@bibr104-0269881117725915]) and the science of nootropics ([@bibr177-0269881117725915]).

Relatedly, more work is required to test the reliability of the recent finding that psychedelics tune the brain closer to criticality ([@bibr25-0269881117725915]), and what the functional and therapeutic implications of this might be. Critical systems are known to be maximally sensitive to perturbation ([@bibr31-0269881117725915]), and although speculative, this could account for the high sensitivity to the environment that is characteristic of the psychedelic state ([@bibr231-0269881117725915]).

Much has been written about differential vulnerability to stress in medicine and psychiatry, e.g. the so-called stress-diathesis model of mental illness ([@bibr356-0269881117725915]). However, recent revisions of this model possess considerable appeal, particularly when applied to the context of brain serotonin ([@bibr48-0269881117725915]; [@bibr80-0269881117725915]). According to these revised models, greater sensitivity to the environment may translate into greater well-being if conditions be favourable, or vulnerability to mental illness if conditions be adverse ([@bibr48-0269881117725915]; [@bibr80-0269881117725915]). The involvement of serotoninergic mechanisms in mediating sensitivity to the environment is supported by gene-environment interaction studies that have linked certain serotonin genotypes to greater susceptibility to stress ([@bibr116-0269881117725915]). Particular focus has been placed on a serotonin transporter (5-HTT) gene polymorphism, and the finding that the (s/s) allele, associated with lower re-uptake and thus higher synaptic 5-HT ([@bibr312-0269881117725915]) is associated with a greater likelihood of depressive symptoms in response to stress ([@bibr116-0269881117725915]; [@bibr286-0269881117725915]; [@bibr519-0269881117725915]) -- although see ([@bibr344-0269881117725915]). Evidence of increased plasticity with SSRIs and increased 5-HT transmission more generally ([@bibr331-0269881117725915]) has been used to endorse a view that serotonin mediates susceptibility to the environment ([@bibr80-0269881117725915]) but little has been written about how specific 5-HT receptors mediate this effect.

Crucially, 5-HT2AR polymorphisms have been associated with: (1) increased sensitivity to stressful *and* enriching environments ([@bibr158-0269881117725915]; [@bibr170-0269881117725915];[@bibr274-0269881117725915]; [@bibr277-0269881117725915]; [@bibr309-0269881117725915]; [@bibr429-0269881117725915]); (2) early life stress and maternal deprivation increases the availability of 5-HT2ARs and their sensitivity to excitation ([@bibr52-0269881117725915]; [@bibr492-0269881117725915]); (3) time-dependent sensitisation stress which models post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in rodents, increases 5-HT2AR affinity ([@bibr232-0269881117725915]); (4) chronic glucocorticoid administration to rodents increases 5-HT2AR densities ([@bibr288-0269881117725915]); (5) 5-HT2AR availability is highest during critical development periods ([@bibr447-0269881117725915]); (6) 5-HT2AR signalling mediates behavioural responses to stress in non-human animals ([@bibr7-0269881117725915]) and (7) humans experiencing psychedelic drug trips are, like children, exquisitely sensitive to their environment ([@bibr161-0269881117725915]; [@bibr231-0269881117725915]), with the provision of a supportive, nurturing environment being strongly advocated for psychedelic 'trippers' ([@bibr275-0269881117725915]) -- as for children. In summary, all these findings lend support to the notion that a key function of 5-HT2AR signalling is to mediate plasticity and associated change, especially in situations where change would be functionally advantageous.

5-HT2AR-mediated plasticity: an adaptive response to extreme adversity {#section32-0269881117725915}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

As discussed earlier (Section 3.2.2), anxiety and stress are potent non-pharmacological inducers of 5-HT release ([@bibr61-0269881117725915]; [@bibr180-0269881117725915]; [@bibr415-0269881117725915]). Anxiety and stress are most intensely evoked when survival is threatened, and accordingly, massive 5-HT release (\~250 fold vs. baseline) has been detected in the rodent brain during asphyxiation and cardiac arrest, and although other neurotransmitters also show a marked increase, the increase in 5-HT release was especially marked ([@bibr313-0269881117725915]). It has been speculated that elevated levels of the endogenous 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelic DMT ([@bibr33-0269881117725915]) may account for spontaneously occurring psychedelic-like states such as occur in near-death experiences ([@bibr463-0269881117725915]) but to our knowledge, empirical evidence for this theory has yet to published. Functionally, there is no more extreme condition than being proximal to death (if still fully alert). It is intriguing to consider what role may be served by enhanced serotonergic functioning during the perceived threat of death, and particularly 5-HT2AR signalling.

Indeed, similarities between the phenomenology of near-death experiences and the psychedelic state (e.g. disturbed time perception, reliving/autobiographical memory recollection, sudden insight, a sense of peace, a sense of interconnectedness and unity, a sense of other-worldliness, religious and/or mystical-type feelings -- which may include a sense of presence or an encounter with (a perceived) person or deity of significance, and a message or instruction ([@bibr210-0269881117725915]; [@bibr209-0269881117725915]; [@bibr211-0269881117725915]; [@bibr208-0269881117725915])) may rest on similarities in their pharmacology -- i.e. extreme 5-HT2AR signalling. Similarly, the incipient phase of a psychosis -- which may be associated with a 'psychedelic-like' phenomenology (e.g. a fragmenting self/ego, muddled thinking, bizarre thought content, de-realisation, mystical-type experiences and/or religious conversation or epiphany, putative insight, magical thinking, perceptual disturbances and a sense of dread etc. ([@bibr77-0269881117725915]; [@bibr123-0269881117725915])) may also involve exceptionally high 5-HT2AR transmission ([@bibr204-0269881117725915], [@bibr203-0269881117725915];[@bibr202-0269881117725915]).

Consistent with the bipartite model we present here ([Figure 3](#fig3-0269881117725915){ref-type="fig"}), a stress-induced upregulation of 5-HT2AR signalling as an adaptive response to extreme adversity ([@bibr52-0269881117725915]; [@bibr57-0269881117725915]; [@bibr232-0269881117725915]; [@bibr288-0269881117725915]), could be an unacknowledged factor in the pathogenesis of psychosis ([@bibr204-0269881117725915]; [@bibr202-0269881117725915]; [@bibr249-0269881117725915]). Indeed, if this hypothesis was to hold up to empirical testing, it would have important implications for how we understand and perhaps treat psychosis. For example, it could: (1) imply a role for 5-HT1AR agonism and 5-HT2AR antagonism in the moderation of the 'prodromal state', and/or (2) endorse the importance of providing a highly supportive environment for the at-risk individual -- as is provided for actual drug-induced psychedelic experiences ([@bibr275-0269881117725915]).

Earlier (Section 3.2.2), we discussed the hypothesis that 5-HT mediates passive coping (or an improved ability to tolerate stress) under adverse conditions via postsynaptic 5-HT1AR signalling. Enhanced coping via a moderation of stress may be advantageous during difficult conditions but it may also be counterproductive, e.g. if it promotes a ready acceptance of these conditions and a compromised ability to learn from or strive to change them. Conversely, if learning and adaptability are enhanced (e.g. via 5-HT2AR signalling), then this may confer significant evolutionary advantages. Moreover, humans' remarkable adaptability is one of our defining traits -- being fundamental to our development and thriving as a species ([@bibr17-0269881117725915]; [@bibr462-0269881117725915]).

We propose that an enhanced ability to tolerate stress, mediated by enhanced postsynaptic 5-HT1AR signalling, may be a logical, adaptive response to moderate levels of adversity but that enhanced adaptability and capacity for change (e.g. in outlook and behaviour) mediated by 5-HT2AR signalling may be optimal when the level of adversity reaches a critical point -- e.g. when one's life is in danger. A number of different experiments could be performed to test this hypothesis, with its basic tenets being: (1) extremely adverse conditions evoke enhanced 5-HT2AR signalling, plasticity and propensity for change; (2) 5-HT1AR signalling dominates serotonin functioning during normal conditions and during mild-moderate adversity but 5-HT2AR plays an increasingly prominent role as the level of adversity increases to a critical point, and concentrations of synaptic 5-HT do similarly (e.g. as can be achieved experimentally with extreme stress ([@bibr9-0269881117725915]), or with raphe stimulation ([@bibr8-0269881117725915]; [@bibr404-0269881117725915])).

The rapid and transient downregulation of hippocampal 5-HT1ARs seen with severe acute stress may be one mechanism by which this hypothesised transition to 5-HT2AR dominance under extreme adversity occurs ([@bibr57-0269881117725915]; [@bibr317-0269881117725915]), and increased limbic 5-HT release with mild stress ([@bibr45-0269881117725915]) compared with cortical 5-HT release with more intense stress ([@bibr9-0269881117725915]) may be another. Another possibility is that 5-HT2ARs switch from their default low-affinity state to a high-affinity state ([@bibr193-0269881117725915]) under conditions of extreme stress. Indeed, this may explain why 5-HT2AR density ([@bibr288-0269881117725915]) and affinity ([@bibr232-0269881117725915]) are increased under extreme stress in rodents. The development of 5-HT2AR agonist radioligands ([@bibr165-0269881117725915], [@bibr166-0269881117725915]; [@bibr280-0269881117725915]) may help us to better test for altered 5-HT2AR availability in the human brain during extreme stress and to correlate this with state and trait psychological variables. Our firm hypothesis would be that 5-HT2AR binding would be significantly increased in highly stressed individuals and that this may relate to psychological and neurobiological measures of plasticity.

Serotonin and positive mood {#section33-0269881117725915}
---------------------------

According to the central hypothesis of this paper, the principal function of brain serotonin is to facilitate adaptive responses to adverse conditions via two distinct pathways. Consequently, like much of the literature on the function of brain 5-HT, this paper has concentrated on adversity. This approach can be defended on a number of grounds: (1) there are plenty of relevant data on adversity because it is relatively easy to experimentally induce; (2) adverse conditions provide models from which to test experimental treatments; (3) adversity and its behavioural and biological corollaries are of central relevance to medicine and psychiatry; and, perhaps most critically, (4) negotiating adversity is of fundamental evolutionary importance.

Regarding the pharmacology of positive mood, the reliability with which potent 5-HT releasers such as MDMA and mephedrone induce marked positive mood ([@bibr102-0269881117725915], [@bibr106-0269881117725915]) could be seen as supportive of the (albeit disputed ([@bibr14-0269881117725915])) association between enhanced serotonergic functioning and positive mood. The euphoria associated with these compounds is distinct from that associated with other stimulants that have more pronounced catecholamineric releasing effects -- such as methamphetamine ([@bibr40-0269881117725915]). It is intriguing to consider how much of a contribution 5-HT2AR agonism makes to the euphoric effects of MDMA and mephedrone ([@bibr437-0269881117725915]), particularly since 5-HT2AR antagonism significantly attenuates the positive mood effects of MDMA ([@bibr489-0269881117725915]) and 5-HT1AR antagonism does this less reliably ([@bibr489-0269881117725915]). PET imaging work utilising potent 5-HT releasers and receptor-selective ligands sensitive to this release ([@bibr384-0269881117725915], [@bibr383-0269881117725915]; [@bibr480-0269881117725915]) may be able to shed new light on the association between enhanced 5-HT transmission and positive mood ([@bibr280-0269881117725915]) that may help to disambiguate this matter ([@bibr14-0269881117725915]).

It would also be relevant to better understand why more selective 5-HT releasers such as fenfluramine do not produce the same kind of euphoria associated with MDMA and mephedrone, e.g. increased anxiety and decreased positive mood were seen with high doses of fenfluramine ([@bibr81-0269881117725915]), although reduced anxiety has also been observed with lower doses ([@bibr244-0269881117725915]). The contribution of catecholamine release to the MDMA and mephedrone 'high' may be an important factor, as may the remarkable potency of their 5-HT release, which is comparatively much greater for MDMA and mephedrone ([@bibr195-0269881117725915]) than for fenfluramine ([@bibr528-0269881117725915]). It is also possible that the pharmacology of fenfluramine's metabolite, norfenfluramine, which is different to that of its parent compound, e.g. norfenfluramine has greater 5-HT2C receptor agonism ([@bibr346-0269881117725915]), may account for some of its aversive effects. Relatedly, it is known that the 5-HT2C receptor agonist mCPP tends to induce anxiety and panic ([@bibr511-0269881117725915]).

It is important to state that 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelics are not hedonic drugs in the classic sense ([@bibr108-0269881117725915]). Psychedelics are not habit forming in animals or humans ([@bibr66-0269881117725915]) and typical patterns of use are relatively sporadic, with protracted periods of abstinence ([@bibr365-0269881117725915]). However, very low ('micro-doses') are reportedly being taken regularly for (putative) mood and cognition enhancement ([@bibr207-0269881117725915]; [@bibr497-0269881117725915]) and states of extreme positive mood are not infrequently reported with larger doses of psychedelics ([@bibr437-0269881117725915]), particularly when taken in supportive environments ([@bibr467-0269881117725915]) -- although marked anxiety and/or dysphoria can also occur ([@bibr95-0269881117725915]). As highlighted in our EP model ([Figure 2](#fig2-0269881117725915){ref-type="fig"}), *context* is likely to play an important role in determining the quality of a psychedelic experience (Hartogsohn, 2016; [@bibr424-0269881117725915]) -- and positive mood associated with 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelics may have much to do with positive expectations and environmental factors.

This said, it is intriguing to consider the possibility that a 'loosened mind', whether subsequent to enhanced 5-HT2AR signalling or not, may be a non-negligible component of the neurobiology of positive mood itself ([@bibr24-0269881117725915]). Blocking the 5-HT2AR has been found to significantly attenuate the positive mood effects of three different classic psychedelics ([@bibr301-0269881117725915]; [@bibr401-0269881117725915]; [@bibr485-0269881117725915]) and MDMA ([@bibr489-0269881117725915]), and it is intriguing to consider whether 5-HT2AR-mediated plasticity may be an underappreciated component of the antidepressant action of SSRIs ([@bibr122-0269881117725915]; [@bibr389-0269881117725915]; [@bibr407-0269881117725915]). Several studies have demonstrated a relationship between positive mood and creative thinking ([@bibr148-0269881117725915]; [@bibr246-0269881117725915]), with the elation, flight of ideas and general hyper-creativity of manic states being relevant in this context ([@bibr267-0269881117725915]).

"*'The secret to happiness is freedom'.* (Thucydides c. 450BC)"

It is presumed that the brain (like the mind) functions in a freer, less constrained manner during creative states, as during positive mood ([@bibr327-0269881117725915]) -- although this hypothesis needs to be better tested (although see [@bibr25-0269881117725915]) -- and imaging studies with potent serotonergic compounds may help in this regard ([@bibr98-0269881117725915], [@bibr109-0269881117725915], [@bibr106-0269881117725915], [@bibr107-0269881117725915]; [@bibr239-0269881117725915]; [@bibr423-0269881117725915]). It is commonplace to refer to depressive states as excessively rigid ([@bibr250-0269881117725915]); being characterised by emotional withdrawal and anhedonia, and impaired and pessimistically biased cognition ([@bibr55-0269881117725915]; [@bibr250-0269881117725915]), whereas the psychedelic experience is often described as psychologically *liberated* ([@bibr478-0269881117725915]; [@bibr499-0269881117725915]) and functional neuroimaging findings support such a description (e.g. [@bibr390-0269881117725915]). A recent qualitative analysis of treatment responses to psilocybin for depression suggested that successful treatment response is characterised by a sense of having been psychologically 'reset', with renewed feelings of 'connection' and emotional 'acceptance' post-treatment ([@bibr425-0269881117725915]; [@bibr499-0269881117725915]). Moreover, pre- versus post-treatment fMRI data from our psilocybin for treatment-resistant depression trial suggest a potential neurobiological counterpart to the psychological notion of 'reset' ([@bibr112-0269881117725915]).

Limitations {#section34-0269881117725915}
===========

It is appropriate to acknowledge some of limitations of this review. Only two serotonin receptor subtypes have been discussed in depth and it would be wrong to dismiss the contribution of the others. For example, some relatively new antidepressants have an important (antagonist) action at 5-HT2C receptors (which has secondary faciliatory effects on DA transmission) ([@bibr322-0269881117725915]) and others, such as vortioxetine, have appreciable affinities for several other 5-HT receptors ([@bibr417-0269881117725915]; [@bibr474-0269881117725915]) -- perhaps most notably, the 5-HT6 receptor ([@bibr287-0269881117725915])). Similarly, we did not address literature on functional selectivity or agonist trafficking ([@bibr54-0269881117725915]; [@bibr206-0269881117725915]; [@bibr338-0269881117725915]) and neither have we discussed the role of heterodimers in serotonergic and particularly 5-HT2AR functioning ([@bibr196-0269881117725915], [@bibr197-0269881117725915]; [@bibr198-0269881117725915]), nor the role of glutamatergic mechanisms that follow 5-HT2AR signalling and how these are involved in plasticity ([@bibr5-0269881117725915]). It should also be acknowledged that much importance has been ascribed to psychedelics' 5-HT2AR agonist properties but many of the psychedelic compounds featured also possess considerable actions at other 5-HT receptors, including the 5-HT1AR ([@bibr365-0269881117725915]). Although we acknowledge this limitation, we also wish to emphasise that the evidence is compelling that 5-HT2AR agonism is *key* to psychedelics' most characteristic effects ([@bibr226-0269881117725915]), 5-HT1AR agonism attenuates rather than augments these effects ([@bibr396-0269881117725915]; [@bibr464-0269881117725915]) and more selective 5-HT2AR agonists appear to have the same quintessential psychological effects as the less selective psychedelics ([@bibr227-0269881117725915]).

We acknowledge that what is presented here is a simplified and therefore incomplete picture of brain serotonin function. This was an intentional approach (and compromise) however, as our main aim was not to produce an exhaustive review of serotonin transmission at its many receptors but rather distil it down to some key principles. We chose to focus on the 5-HT1A and 2A receptors because we felt that the functions associated with their signalling give the most comprehensive perspective of the general functioning of brain serotonin transmission. These two receptors are more implicated in the pharmacology of major psychiatric disorders than any of the other 5-HT receptor subtypes (Artigas et al., 2013b; [@bibr30-0269881117725915]) -- although others have highlighted the 5-HT1B receptor using a similar argument ([@bibr364-0269881117725915]) and it must be conceded that *wealth of data* does not necessarily imply *strength of relationship*. However, that the 5-HT1A and 2A receptors have opposite effects on single cell activity has long been a matter of intrigue ([@bibr18-0269881117725915]). Crucially, that these receptors also seem to subserve distinct functions ([Table 1](#table1-0269881117725915){ref-type="table"}) implies that the 5-HT system is not just diverse, but *adaptive*. We propose that the 5-HT system is specifically adaptive to the severity of adversity and whether it is better to passively tolerate it (with the assistance of 5-HT1AR signalling) or more actively respond it via a major change in perspective and/or behaviour (with the assistance of 5-HT2AR signalling).

Another criticism of this paper is that it has focused too much on 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelics and MDMA, rather than on classical preclinical behavioural literature and less potent serotonergic manipulations. In defence of our approach, the primacy we have given to research on psychedelics has allowed us to conceive a truly novel model of brain serotonin function. The most unique component of our model is pathway 2 ([Figure 3](#fig3-0269881117725915){ref-type="fig"}), i.e. that 5-HT2AR signalling mediates plasticity related processes in aid of active coping. That this pathway has not previously been emphasised in models of serotonin function may have been due to a historical focus on the association between 5-HT2AR agonism and pathology and an insufficient willingness to acknowledge and endeavour to study these drugs' complex subjective effects. We share the view of others ([@bibr220-0269881117725915]; [@bibr239-0269881117725915]) that 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelics and MDMA are remarkably powerful tools for studying the human brain and mind -- and their scientific and medicinal value has not yet been properly appreciated ([@bibr110-0269881117725915]). We also believe that human studies with these compounds can be done safely if appropriate safeguards are heeded ([@bibr275-0269881117725915]).

It could be argued that too much emphasis has been placed on extreme states in this paper that are not relevant to normal physiological conditions. Basal 5-HT2AR signalling has shown to be important for the maintenance of normal levels of cognitive flexibility ([@bibr75-0269881117725915]; [@bibr130-0269881117725915], [@bibr131-0269881117725915]) and may also account for traits such as high 'absorption' ([@bibr377-0269881117725915]). We subscribe to the principle that challenging a system with an extreme perturbation can yield especially valuable insights about its normal functioning, by pushing it to and beyond its limits. Moreover, given that evolutionary pressures are major drivers of adaptation and change, understanding how a particular function operates during extreme conditions (e.g. when one's life is in danger), may be particularly informative about why that function exists at all. It seems reasonable to infer that states induced by MDMA and 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelics may be possible to achieve without these drugs, if only at an attenuated level. These drugs may therefore justifiably be considered 'unveilers of function'. Note: the term 'psychedelic' literally means 'mind-revealing'.

Relatedly, it is intriguing to speculate that 5-HT2AR signalling may have played an important role in human evolutionary as well as ontogenetic development, perhaps through enhancing plasticity and adaptability during extreme conditions. The 5-HT2AR is densest in evolutionary recent brain regions ([@bibr46-0269881117725915]; [@bibr163-0269881117725915]; [@bibr165-0269881117725915], [@bibr166-0269881117725915]; [@bibr491-0269881117725915]; ). Indeed, it is readily apparent in [Figure 1](#fig1-0269881117725915){ref-type="fig"} that 5-HT2AR expression is especially dense in regions of the so-called default-mode network, which is associated with especially high-level psychological functions, such as self-consciousness and the 'self' or 'ego' itself ([@bibr99-0269881117725915]) as well as the acute network level effects of psychedelics, as determined by human neuroimaging studies (Carhart-Harris et al., 2014). By body weight, humans have vastly more cortex than other species ([@bibr324-0269881117725915]; [@bibr354-0269881117725915]) (where 5-HT2ARs are densest ([@bibr165-0269881117725915])) and our remarkable adaptability is one of our most defining species traits ([@bibr17-0269881117725915]) -- as is our sense of self. It has been hypothesised by a popular proponent of psychedelic drug-use (Terrence McKenna) that ingestion of naturally occurring psychedelics (e.g. psilocybe mushrooms) catalysed the evolution of the human neocortex ([@bibr1-0269881117725915]). A perhaps more plausible (and less psychedelic-centric) alternative however, is that non-linearities evolved in the serotonergic system ([@bibr164-0269881117725915]; [@bibr269-0269881117725915]) that conferred optimal adaptability, including a capacity to switch to greater 5-HT2AR signalling when conditions demand it (such as during extreme adversity). Future work may endeavour to test the hypothesis that 5-HT2AR signalling serves an exceptional function in humans. The vastness of our 5-HT2AR dense cortex suggests that this hypothesis is worth exploring, and the development of agonist radioligands that can label the 5-HT2AR in its high affinity state may help us in this regard ([@bibr165-0269881117725915], [@bibr166-0269881117725915]; [@bibr280-0269881117725915]).

Regarding neuroimaging the psychedelic state, this is a nascent and fast-moving field and it would be beyond the scope of this article to discuss the relevant published findings in detail (this area is deserving of its own review paper). Suffice to say that an emergent principle from the various studies is that the brain is uncharacteristically 'entropic' in the psychedelic state (Carhart-Harris et al., 2014), reflecting a greatly heightened plasticity in which old material may be unlearned (consistent with the principles of extinction learning) and new ideas and associations learned.

It might be argued (unfairly in our view) that the present contribution on the function of brain serotonin has not added anything new to previous models ([@bibr14-0269881117725915]; [@bibr30-0269881117725915]; [@bibr80-0269881117725915]; [@bibr145-0269881117725915]; [@bibr149-0269881117725915]). We acknowledge that the model presented here has been much inspired by previous attempts to resolve this enigma but feel it also significantly advances on them and is entirely novel in its own right. It integrates findings that were inspirational for previous models but also assimilates recent and (perhaps somewhat overlooked) data on the brain and behavioural effects of potent serotonergic drugs such as MDMA and the 5-HT2AR agonist psychedelics. Previous models acknowledged the role of hippocampal 5-HT1AR signalling in resilience ([@bibr150-0269881117725915]; [@bibr152-0269881117725915]) but we have significantly extended on this by our thorough coverage of 5-HT2AR functioning and its mediation of plasticity in aid of optimal adaptability.

Regarding specific past contributions, we acknowledge the work of Deakin and Graeff ([@bibr150-0269881117725915]; [@bibr152-0269881117725915]) and others ([@bibr134-0269881117725915]; [@bibr141-0269881117725915]; [@bibr508-0269881117725915]) concerning the role of 5-HT in aversive processing, plus the increasingly compelling work on serotonin's role in promoting patience ([@bibr172-0269881117725915]; [@bibr352-0269881117725915], [@bibr353-0269881117725915]) and collectively relate these to our hypothesis that postsynaptic 5-HT1AR signalling mediates passive coping in response to adversity. It is worth commenting on a nuance here: in Deakin and Graeff's model, 5-HT1AR signalling is linked to *chronic* adversity -- which we do not dispute; however, we would argue that 5-HT2AR signalling becomes increasingly relevant as the *severity* of adversity reaches a critical point. Indeed, we have emphasised the importance of the severity of adversity in our model -- but it may be worthwhile to also consider the role of the *chronicity* of adversity in determining the differential engagement of 5-HT receptor subtypes ([@bibr132-0269881117725915]; [@bibr145-0269881117725915]).

We also acknowledge the increasingly appealing perspectives of [@bibr80-0269881117725915], [@bibr47-0269881117725915] and others ([@bibr251-0269881117725915]) concerning serotonin and plasticity, and relate this to our hypothesis that 5-HT2AR signalling mediates plasticity in aid of optimal adaptability. We acknowledge Andrew et al.'s hypothesis of serotonin mediating an adaptive homeostasis ([@bibr14-0269881117725915]) (see also [@bibr228-0269881117725915] and believe this could be broadly related to our bipartite model. However, we feel our model is more psychologically focused, receptor specific, and consistent with the classical view that enhanced 5-HT transmission (within certain bounds and contexts) is conducive to positive mood. Perspectives such as [@bibr14-0269881117725915] that challenge this view, cite, among other things, the relationship between punishment, 5-HT release and depression -- to endorse the perspective that serotonergic functioning is elevated in depression ([@bibr37-0269881117725915])). Consistent with the classical ([@bibr508-0269881117725915]) and arguably still dominant perspective ([@bibr140-0269881117725915]) however, our view is that increased 5-HT release in response to adversity is *functional* rather than pathological, serving to moderate stress via postsynaptic 5-HT1AR signalling, and in extreme cases, initiate a rapid plasticity in the service of major change -- via 5-HT2AR signalling.

Conclusions: the function of brain serotonin {#section35-0269881117725915}
============================================

This paper has sought to address a major unresolved problem in neuropsychopharmacology, namely *what is the function of brain serotonin?* It proposes that the principal function of brain serotonin is to enhance adaptive responses to adverse conditions via two distinct pathways: (1) a passive coping pathway which improves stress tolerability; and (2) an active coping pathway associated with heightened plasticity, which, with support, can improve an organism's ability to identify and overcome source(s) of stress by changing outlook and/or behaviour. Crucially, we propose that these two functions are mediated by signalling at postsynaptic 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptors respectively, with 5-HT1AR signalling dominating under ordinary conditions but 5-HT2AR signalling becoming increasingly operative as the level of adversity reaches a critical point.

We suggest that the two functions of interest (5-HT1AR-mediated stress relief and 5-HT2AR-mediated plasticity) are sufficiently distinct -- and may even be mutually oppositional in certain contexts (see also [@bibr29-0269881117725915]), evoking dilemmas over whether it is better to passively endure or actively approach, and in so doing, initiate some sort of fundamental change -- with the potential for major resolution. This rule may not be absolute however, and the two functions may also be complementary, e.g. in the case of enhanced serotonin functioning with chronic SSRI use -- or indeed with normal basal 5-HT functioning, facilitating improved endurance *and* plasticity ([@bibr130-0269881117725915], [@bibr131-0269881117725915]; [@bibr350-0269881117725915], [@bibr349-0269881117725915]; [@bibr487-0269881117725915]).

Despite this complementarity, we do anticipate that conventional serotonergic antidepressants such as the SSRIs and classic psychedelics such as psilocybin may become *competitive* options for the treatments of certain disorders such as depression; most fundamentally because they work via distinct pathways (i.e. 5-HT1AR versus the 5-HT2AR signalling) -- but also because they cannot easily be taken in combination, i.e. conventional antidepressants attenuate the characteristic psychological effects of psychedelics ([@bibr70-0269881117725915]; [@bibr71-0269881117725915]). SSRIs are established evidence-based treatments for anxiety and major depression ([@bibr32-0269881117725915]; [@bibr245-0269881117725915]), whereas psychedelics are experimental medicines in an early phase of development ([@bibr110-0269881117725915]; [@bibr95-0269881117725915]). However, if evidence supporting the therapeutic value of psychedelics accrues -- as we anticipate, and it is increasingly shown that their therapeutic mechanisms are significantly distinct from those of conventional medications, then this will open-up new and potentially empowering options for patients and clinicians (as well as a real potential for resistance -- however it may arise). For the brave new psychiatry of the future -- that many would like to see ([@bibr345-0269881117725915]) -- decisions about whether to *passively endure* or *actively address*, may become increasingly pertinent.

"'*Progress is impossible without change, and those who cannot change their minds cannot change anything*'. (George Bernard Shaw)"
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